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SUMMARY
The landscape quality of Highbury Hall and Park was recognized by its
inclusion in the English Heritage Register of Parks and Gardens of Special
Historical Interest in 1986. It covers the land of Highbury Hall and the adjoining
public park. This was opened in 1921 and further land was added to it in 1923
and 1924.
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The Park is situated four miles from the centre of Birmingham at Moseley and is
made up of land from three private estates, that of The Henburys dating from
the 18th century or earlier, and the two late 19th century estates of Highbury
and Uffculme. These were residential estates in substantial grounds on the
suburban fringe of Birmingham and belonged to wealthy manufacturers or
professional men.
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The Henburys in the southern portion of the park commanded extensive views
southwards to the Lickey Hills and had an obelisk as an ‘eye-catcher’. Much
of its grounds were laid out as meadowland for a small hobby farm. The
original farmhouse and its buildings were cut off from the estate when the
Birmingham to Gloucester railway transected the estate in 1837 and these
were replaced by new buildings near the house. This was in the centre of the
estate which was reached from a drive from the Alcester Road. The Lyndon
family, Birmingham edge tool manufacturers, owned it from the mid19th
century and added to the house to a design by the Birmingham architect,
Thomas Plevins and expanded the estate westwards. No named landscapers
have been identified.
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Highbury was established to the north of the Henburys in 1878 when Joseph
Chamberlain bought a parcel of agricultural land. He had recently retired
from screw manufacturing and had expanded his political career from local
to national politics. Highbury was designed by the prominent Birmingham
architect, John Henry Chamberlain in Venetian Gothic style and is listed
Grade 11.* The lodge entrance by the same architect is listed Grade 11*. The
initial 25 acres of grounds were landscaped by Edward Milner, a pupil of
Joseph Paxton, and further work was carried out by Edward’s son, Henry. In
Milner’s design the house and pleasure grounds were at the top of the site
commanding extensive views whilst a circuit path led round the perimeter
and enclosed an area of meadowland used for a hobby farm, creating a
ferme ornée.
A plot of agricultural land to the east of Highbury was bought by Richard
Cadbury, the cocoa manufacturer in 1890 where he built Uffculme. The
Uffculme estate was augmented by the purchase of The Henburys from G.F.
Lyndon in c.1893, and in the following year the western portion of that estate
was leased to Joseph Chamberlain and added to Highbury, making its
grounds over 70 acres and allowing for more extensive farming activities.
Many new features were added to the original grounds in the form of
enclosed gardens imitative of European styles or historical precedents. The
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gardens and the extensive orchid collections were frequently featured in the
gardening press.
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Soon after Joseph Chamberlain’s death in 1914 Highbury became a military
hospital and subsequently a hospital for limbless ex-service men. Barrow
Cadbury, Richard Cadbury’s son, presented Uffculme and part of its grounds
to the City in 1916. In 1921 part of Uffculme and part of Highbury were
opened as a public park and in 1923 further land was added as a gift from
the Birmingham Civic Society which had purchased the eastern portion of the
Henburys from the Cadburys. Much of this land was designated for playing
fields. New entrances were made on Moor Green Lane and Shutlock Road. A
further portion of the Highbury grounds were added to the park in 1924 also
presented by the Civic Society. Many public facilities were added to Highbury
Park from the 1930s onwards but most of these have now been demolished.
The Henburys, used for refreshments from the 1920s onwards was demolished
in 1965.
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The park planting was well maintained until the 1990s but is now very
overgrown, as is the eastern portion of the Highbury pleasure grounds which
had been the responsibility of Birmingham Social Services which ran a home
for aged women from 1933 until 1986 in Highbury and a building that
replaced Joseph Chamberlain’s extensive range of glasshouses. Highbury
itself was refurbished by the City in 1984-6.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Highbury Park includes the land of two estates of historic significance in
Birmingham. The first, The Henburys, established by the early 18th century is a
rare survival of an estate from this period, of which there were once numerous
examples in the hinterland of Birmingham but which do not survive having
been built over.
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To the north of The Henburys the gardens of Highbury are of considerable
historic importance and a great asset to Birmingham. They were laid out from
1879 to 1914 and were the creation of Joseph Chamberlain, the head of
Birmingham’s most distinguished political family, who employed the well
known landscape architect, Edward Milner and subsequently his son Henry.
In their day were they were the most renowned gardens in Birmingham, and
possibly the West Midlands, and were widely written about. They provided a
suitable setting for Chamberlain’s political entertaining of both leading
politicians and his political supporters.
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The fame of Highbury was due to the fact that within seventy acres there
were many different features and these contributed to the feel of being in the
country on a large estate, rather than in the suburbs of a major city. They
display the quintessence of high Victorian taste in gardening and, moreover,
the taste of one man, having been created on an undeveloped site, and
having remained intact and substantially unaltered since Joseph
Chamberlain’s death in 1914.
The gardens at Highbury are distinguished in another respect in that the
mansion designed by John Henry Chamberlain, a leading Birmingham
architect, also survives. A quality Victorian house and a quality Victorian
garden surviving together is an extremely rare occurrence, not only in
Birmingham, but in any major industrial centre.
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The establishment of a Public Park from 1921 to include much of the land of
both The Henburys and Highbury has been a major factor in the preservation
of both these landscapes
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OUTLINE CHRONOLOGY
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by 18th century Henburys estate established
c. 1837 land on South. section of Henburys sold by Charles Ratheram for
Birmingham to Gloucester railway
by 1840 meadow land subsequently site for Highbury owned by William Russell
c.1850 Henburys estate enlarged up to Shutlock Lane
1878 Joseph Chamberlain purchases c 25 acres for Highbury bounded by
Shutlock Lane to west and Yew Tree Road to north; June plan for mansion
submitted by John Henry Chamberlain, architect
1879 Edward Milner, a Surrey landscape architect, submits plan for
landscaping of grounds of Highbury
1880 house completed plus entrance lodge and gardener’s cottage
1884 article on ‘The Gardens of Highbury’ in Gardeners’ Chronicle 25 October
by 1885 landscaping included Palm house, fernery and 80’ long corridor
connecting 13 span roofed glasshouses; winding walks, terrace and semicircular formal garden in front of mansion, a flower garden, Elizabethan rose
garden, borders of rock plants, flowering shrubs and herbaceous plants,
stone terrace and rockwork, sunk fernery, tennis court, two ponds, a lake with
2 rustic bridges and Swiss Cottage style boathouse, circuit path, meadows for
hobby farm and small set of farm buildings
by 1888 electric light installed in glasshouses; May: 60’rose house added, July:
Austen Chamberlain in charge of hobby farm. Highbury estate now comprises
c.30 acres of which 18 acres gardens and 12 acres meadow
1890 June: thatched dairy completed, located between farm buildings and
lower tennis court
1891 Richard Cadbury’s house, Uffculme completed, on a site near eastern
boundary of Highbury, on 9 acres of land formerly part of The Firs in Alcester
Road.
1892 death of Edward Cooper, head gardener at Highbury. New head
gardener John Deacon and John Mackay in charge of orchids
c.1893 Cadbury buys The Henburys estate from G. F. Lyndons lying to the
south of Highbury and Uffculme and reduces the house, demolishes the
glasshouses and adds its 66 acres to Uffculme
1894 Cadbury lets 42 acres of western Henburys to Chamberlain and this is
mostly used for the hobby farm and informal path system. The altered former
back entrance drive to the Henburys provides access to the Highbury Farm.
1896 range of vineries and peach house by Wright and Holmes built on
northern boundary wall which is rebuilt
1899 Dutch garden made
1899 July 8: article on ‘Highbury, Birmingham’ in The Weekly Scotsman
1900 ‘new garden’ made, subsequently called the Italian garden
1900 new farm buildings built by James Bullock and Sons of Alcester Road,
Moseley
1901 article on Highbury in The Gardeners’ Chronicle Nov 26 and Dec 3
1902 rock garden made below Italian Garden, designed by Joseph
Chamberlain and installed by Pulham and Son; two acres of meadow near
entrance lodge included in garden and laid out with flowering trees and
shrubs
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1903 article on ‘Highbury Gardens, Birmingham’ published in The Gardeners’
Magazine April18; glasshouses had increased to 25.
1904 Tea Garden made; lodge for farm bailiff built by James Bullock and Sons,
Alcester Road, Moseley, furnace embankment made when back drive
rerouted
1906 Joseph Chamberlain suffers major stroke
1907 Barrow Cadbury buys Uffculme from his father’s estate, house used for
institutional purposes and grounds for charitable purposes; 1911 Uffculme
Open Air School built in 3 acres of the grounds, during First War house used for
Belgian refugees, and also Henburys house, and then hospital and
subsequently orthopaedic centre
1914 : 2 July Joseph Chamberlain dies
1915 April15-16 Highbury orchid collection auctioned; Western section of
Henburys estate reverts to Barrow Cadbury and leased as grazing; part used
as allotments until 1925
1915-18 Highbury used as a military hospital
1916 Uffculme and part of its grounds given by Barrow Cadbury to
Birmingham City Council as men’s convalescent home
1919 Highbury given by Austen Chamberlain to the Highbury Trustees, grounds
of Highbury purchased by voluntary contributions and also vested with
Highbury Trustees
1919-32 Highbury used as hospital for disabled ex-servicemen.
1921 15 acres of the Eastern Henburys and 15 acres of the Highbury grounds
opened as a public park
1922 Former kitchen garden of Henburys and additional section let as
allotments
1923 42 acres of Western Henburys estate purchased by Birmingham Civic
Society from Barrow Cadbury and conveyed to City for use as playing fields
and public park
1924 3 acres adjoining Highbury given to park by Civic Society
1926 Shutlock Road entrance to playing fields and park made
1932 Highbury and its immediate grounds given by Highbury Trustees to
Birmingham City Council as Home for Aged Women, and portion of grounds
already leased to Parks Committee dedicated as public park and added to
Uffculme and the Henburys
1934 9 July Joseph Chamberlain Memorial Museum opened
1930s remaining Chamberlain glasshouses demolished and replaced with
brick building and terrace continued on south side
by 1937 toilets and drinking fountains installed in Henbury section of park
1939 Shutlock Road entrance improved after loss of land for road widening
1939-44 Allotments on section of Henbury playing fields; Dutch garden and
other areas for cultivation of vegetables, hay grown in meadows, land girls
employed, ARP installations in park
1951 Gala area made in Highbury meadows for public fetes. Public toilets
built
1965 Henburys demolished
1966-72 Cyclo cross championships held at Highbury Park
1969 alteration of Alcester Road entrance
1986 Grounds of Highbury included on English Heritage Register of Parks and
Gardens of Historic Importance Grade 11.
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1986 Highbury ceases to be Old Peoples Home and refurbished for Civic
entertaining; part of Social Services building adjoining Highbury demolished
1992/3 Arboretum planted at Highbury to celebrate Queen’s Silver Jubilee
1996 Henbury Playing fields included within the park
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INTRODUCTION
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Highbury Park is one of the most important of Birmingham’s many public parks
and its landscape quality has been recognized by its inclusion, together with
the land of Highbury Hall in the English Heritage Register of Historic Parks and
Gardens. Private and public generosity has been vital in the preservation of
the land of Highbury Park as public open space of 75 acres (29.5 hectares) .
This has ensured that the 18th century estate of The Henburys and the late 19th
century Highbury estate, the residence of the statesman, Joseph
Chamberlain, from 1879 until 1914, with his residence which is listed Grade II*,
with the majority of its highly landscaped grounds, have survived while most
of the once numerous 18th and 19th century estates in this area of Moseley
have been developed for building.
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Highbury Park is situated four miles south of the city of Birmingham at Moor
Green in the suburb of Moseley. This formed part of the parish of King’s Norton
once wholly in Worcstershire, but gradually absorbed into the City of
Birmingham.
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Part One will discuss the development of the landscaping of the land that
makes up Highbury Park, looking first at its early history and then discussing the
18th century Henburys estate which forms the southern area of the park. This
will be followed by the first phase of the development of Highbury from 18781893 and continuing with the adjoining estate of Uffculme, the residence of
Richard Cadbury the chocolate and cocoa manufacturer who subsequently
purchased the Henburys. The landscaping of Highbury after the western
portion of the former Henburys was leased by Cadbury to Joseph
Chamberlain will be considered next covering the period up to 1921 when
land was leased to form part of Highbury Park. Part One will conclude with
the landscape changes made to Highbury Park from 1921 to the present.
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Part Two will be concerned with a survey and analysis of the buildings and
structures; the layout of the park identifying historic and later features;
external and internal boundaries and an analysis of the current planting.
Part Three will be concerned with recommendations for further development
and research.
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PART ONE HISTORICAL BACKRGOUND AND
DEVELOPMENT
1 EARLY HISTORY OF THE AREA SUBSEQUENTLY
HIGHBURY HALL AND PARK
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Several features at Highbury have been given Sites and Monuments Record
numbers as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Sites and Monuments Records
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There is some evidence of the prehistoric use of the land of the historically
recent Highbury Park around the area of the stream which was later became
a lake, in the form of burnt mounds ( SMR 02882 and 20014). These date from
the late Neolithic to the late Bronze Age (2,500 BC to 701 BC ).
Although some historians have claimed that there is little evidence in Moseley
of any Roman settlement1 two Roman coins ( SMR 03279 and 03280) have
been found in the Western Henburys meadows. A monumental Roman stone
(SMR 02975) was found near the Henburys ornamental pool, but this was
peculiar to the Mediterranean and is considered to an item that was once in
the collection of an owner of the Henburys and was part of an antiquarian
collection. It is now in the archaeological collection of Birmingham Museum
and Art Gallery .
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Evidence of ridge and furrow of medieval and post medieval date, and pre
enclosure survives in the Henburys and Highbury meadows also. The fact of its
survival lends weight to the theory that once the fields were enclosed in the
late medieval period they were laid to pasture as subsequent ploughing
would have eliminated this feature. There is also some ridge and furrow of
more recent date to the right of the Shutlock Lane entrance.2

2 THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE HENBURYS ESTATE c1760 - c1892
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Introduction
The Henburys was a small rural estate consisting of a residence with grounds
and a small farm, a type of property that was popular with Birmingham’s
wealthier manufacturers and professional men from the 17th century onwards.
These were located in the rural hinterland of Birmingham, two to three miles
from the urban centre, and were initially used for occasional occupation in
the summer months. As transport systems improved permanent occupation
became possible. The Alcester to Birmingham road was turnpiked in 1767.3
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The original occupier of the Henburys has not been traced but the estate
would appear to have been in existence at least by the third quarter of the
17th century, as the mother of one of its owners, Joseph Smith 1717-1797, a
Birmingham merchant, had been born at the Henburys.4 Its origin may be
earlier still and the name The Henburys is said to have come from a field
name of ‘Hemeryes’.5 Joseph Smith who had a town house and a warehouse
on the corner of Moor Street and New Meeting Street, as well as the Henburys
estate, appears to have sold it by 1782 as it was then owned by Clement
Cotterill, who leased it to John Birch.6 In 1809 and in 1822 it was recorded as

Alison Fairn A History of Moseley(1st pub. 1973, new ed. 2004 ) p.3
Information on the site’s archaeology courtesy of Mike Hodder, City of Birmingham
archaeologist
3
John Morris Jones Moseley (typescript, 1981) p. 2
4 Reminiscences of T. H. Ryland, edited by W. H. Ryland (Birmingham, 1904) p.18
5 Alison Fairn, A History of Moseley) p.3
6 Birmingham Central Library, Archives and Heritage, Bickley Collection of
newscutings and miscellaneous cuttings relating to history of Moseley and King’s
Norton, vol 2, p. 135
1
2
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being in the occupation of Joseph Purden, of the Birmingham mercantile firm
of Muntz and Purden.7 The estate was put up for sale in 1826 and was bought
by Charles Ratheram who was a Birmingham plater, and it was inherited in
1845 by his son Edward. Edward Ratheram initially leased it W. F. Lyndon, the
founder of the edge tool manufactury of Lyndon and Wignall. Lyndon
subsequently purchased it in 1848 and the Henburys was inherited in 1875 by
his son, G. F. Lyndon.8 Lyndon carried out extensions to the house designed
by the Birmingham architect Thomas Plevins in 1875.9 Lyndon sold The
Henburys in c.1892 to Richard Cadbury, the cocoa manufacturer who added
it to Uffculme, his newly built residence to the north of the Henburys.10
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The Landscaping of the Henburys
The principal evidence for the development of the landscaping of the
Henburys estate is from a series of maps commencing in c.1770, of which the
Tithe Map and the Apportionment of 1840-43, are particularly significant, and
continuing with the Ordnance Survey’s 25 inch series. No archival information
in the form of family papers seems to have survived.
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The Henburys estate appears on the earliest surviving map of the Moseley
area of King’s Norton of c.176011 and on the Ordnance Surveyors’ Manuscript
Map of 1814,12 but neither of these are sufficiently detailed other than to show
that the estate had a number of fields with a building in the centre of the
estate and further buildings near the Alcester to Birmingham Turnpike road.

Ibid.
Moseley Society Journal, April 1895, p. 125
9 BAHS King’s Norton Building Register 1875-90 Plan 50 Thomas Plevons for GF Lyndon,
King’s Heath, 20 Jan 1875
10 Additional information on the owners of the Henburys is taken from Phillada Ballard
‘ An Industrial and Commercial Elite: a Study of Birmingham’s Upper Middle Class,
1780-1918’ (unpublished Ph.D thesis, University of Reading, 1983).
11 Birmingham Central Library, Archives and Heritage, 383067 Map of Moseley of c.
1760, copy made in 19th century.
12 British Library, Ordnance Surveyors Drawings, sheet 256, portfolio 24, 1814.
7
8
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Figure 2: Section of Ordnance Surveyors’ Drawings Map of Moseley, showing the
location of the Henburys Estate south of Moseley Village, and near the turnpike Road,
1814. The Henburys estate is within the rectangle. Courtesy of the British Library
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A later map of the Henburys shows that there were also two pools fed by a
stream that ran into the valley created by the stream running east west on the
northern boundary later used for the Highbury lake. A sale notice for the
Henburys in Aris’s Gazette for 22 May182613 provides details of the general
disposition of the estate:-
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Lot 1 Henbury 45 acres of rich meadow and pasture land within a ring
fence
The House is in the centre of the estate, dining room 20x16, drawing
room 18x16, & 7 bedrooms and WC, servants’ hall, kitchen and brew
house under same roof. Pump in brew house to convey water to the
boiler, dairy and larder, house might be enlarged. Two stables one with
four stalls, the other with two, a coach house, saddle house, labourers
room, cow house, piggery and brick cistern, pigeon house. The
outbuildings are conveniently arranged and been recently built at
great expense. There is an excellent garden in high state of cultivation
abundantly stocked with choicest fruit trees, a large greenhouse, 2
hothouses, cucumber and melon frames; also a convenient farmhouse
and outbuildings situated on that part of the estate which adjoins the
turnpike road

This advertisement indicates that there had been considerable expenditure
on the productive elements of the estate with glasshouses and new
outbuildings, presumably carried out by Joseph Purden. The farmhouse and
13

Bickley Collection, p. 155
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outbuildings adjoining the turnpike road could have been the original
building on the site, with The Henburys itself built subsequently and further into
the estate when it ceased to be merely a small farm and became a
gentleman’s residence.
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The Moseley Yield of the King’s Norton Tithe Map of 1840 and the
Apportionment of 1844 give detailed information on the composition and
layout of the Henburys. At that date the estate comprised nearly 40 acres in
the ownership of Charles Ratheram, having been recently reduced by five
acres by the route for the Birmingham to Gloucester railway, built by an Act of
1836, in a cutting running from NE to SW across the bottom portion of the
estate, and leaving some of its land isolated from the rest. Figure 3 is based
on the Tithe Map and Apportionment and shows details of the landscaping
together with the names of the fields and their land use.

Figure 3: Map of the Henburys Estate in 1840, based on the King’s Norton Tithe Map of
1840, showing the field names and land usage. Land subsequently added to the
Henburys and the future sites for the Highbury and Uffculme Estates are also shown
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The parcels of land were:Field number Name
3239
orchard
3240
close
3241
close
3242
close
3243
monument piece
3244
close
3245
meadow
3246
carriage drive
3247
The Henburys
3248
Close
3249
Big meadow
3250
middle piece with pools

Usage
pasture
pasture
arable
arable
pasture
pasture
meadow

pasture
meadow
pasture

Acreage
0a 1r 22p
1a 2r 19p
2a 0r 16 p
1a 0r 35p
2a 3r 10p
2a 1r 13p
4a 2r 35p
0a 1r 25p
3a 2r 0p
3a 1r 36p
10a 2r 36p
6a 2r 28p
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The majority of the land of the Henburys was pasture and meadow with only
just over four acres in arable cultivation. This fits with the description of the
land use of the parish of King’s Norton in the general remarks to the Tithe
Apportionment, ‘there is a great portion of pasture land on which a
considerable number of cows are advantageously kept in consequence of its
contiguity to the populous town and neighbourhood of Birmingham,’ whilst
the arable was mostly on the four course system of fallow, wheat, oats or
barley, seeds or fallow. This is also in line with the common practice of
gentlemen’s hobby farms, which is what the agricultural land of the Henburys
was by this date, of keeping cows and pigs for family consumption, growing
hay for stock and for riding and carriage horses, with some arable for grains
for winter feed.
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The farm house mentioned in the sale of 1826 would appear to have been on
land that had been sold to the railway company and had therefore been
demolished, though some portion of its outbuildings survived in part of the
orchard piece, by then cut off from the rest of the estate. The piece of land
numbered 3238, adjoining the orchard (see fig 3) by then in the ownership of
the railway company, is a driveway from the Alcester Road and may have
been the original entrance to the Henburys farm, and could predate the
drive entrance.
It is evident that The Henburys, like the majority of the parish, was long
enclosed, and the field boundaries were therefore not of recent origin. 14
The ornamental landscaping of the Henburys was mostly in the three acres of
grounds in which the house was situated, though there were other features. A
carriage drive ran from an entrance on the Alcester road and curved
towards the house through undulating meadow land.15 Shortly before
reaching the house, on the left, on rising ground there was an eye-catcher, in
the form of a stone obelisk.
14 The enclosure Map for the parish of King’s Norton does not survive, but the only
areas still unenclosed after the Act of 1773 were Balsall Heath, Moor Green and part
of King’s Heath to the east of the turnpike road.
15
The carriage drive is shown in fig 4 in a photograph of 1908. All the photographs of
that date are from an album of photographs of Uffculme, in a private collection.
Permission to reproduce them is gratefully acknowleged.
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Figure 4: Photographs of the Henbury’s Carriage drive, 1908 and the obelisk, 1957 .
The 1957 photograph Courtesy of Birmingham Archives and Heritage Services
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The date when this was erected is not known and it has given rise to some
speculation. It was widely believed to have been erected by Walter Lyndon
to mark the burial spot of a favourite racehorse, but his son, G.F. Lyndon
discounted this, and said it had been the work of a former owner of the
estate, Mr Ratheram.16 The fact that by 1840 the field it was in was known as
‘Monument Piece’ would indict that it had been built some years before, and
stylistically a date in the third quarter of the 18th century could be possible.
From this high ground of almost 500 feet, even as late as 1895, there were
‘extensive and charming views of the intervening country between Moseley
and the Lickeys’.17 The views to the right from the drive just before the house
would look over the ‘Big Meadow’ where evidently some field boundaries
had been removed to give it a park-like character and some ornamental tree
planting had been carried out, as well as along the drive.

16
17

Moseley Society Journal, April 1895, Profile of G. F. Lyndon, p. 125
Ibid
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Figure 5: View from Uffculme towards the Henburys Estate in 1908
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The house, reached from the drive was set in nearly four acres of gardens in a
roughly rectangular area, with the stables and service buildings to the NW of
the house. From the house a series of winding walks led southwards to a
formal D-ended pool and continued around a series of kidney shaped beds
and then ran into an enclosed tongue shaped piece of land, near the
obelisk, terminating with a circular building, probably a summer house.

Figure 6: View of the enclosed pleasure grounds of the Henburys looking
towards the house, 1908
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From here a winding walk continued back to house through a lawn with
ornamental trees. It is difficult to date when this layout, which is so clearly
shown on the manuscript copy of the Tithe Map of 1840s, was carried out. On
stylistic grounds the D-ended pool could be a late 18th century feature whilst
the series of kidney shaped beds, which were often set in amongst gravel
paths are a feature that was adopted in the early 19th century.

C

Figure 7: Photograph of the shrub borders near The Henburys, 1908

The first edition of the Ordnance Survey 25 inch map surveyed in 1883 and
published in 1884 (fig 8 ) shows that several changes to the layout of the
Henburys had taken place in the intervening forty years. The estate had been
considerably increased in size to 65 acres18 by the purchase of several fields
to extend the property westwards to Shutlock Lane. A secondary drive led
from a new set of farm buildings and stables NW of the house and ran to
Shutlock Lane. Exactly when this land was purchased is not clear but it could
have been in the 1850s when the remaining land south of the railway was
sold. The additional land is shown on figure two.

Figure 8 Section of the Ordnance Survey 1st edition 25” map, surveyed 1883,
published 1884 (opposite)
18 Birmingham Central Library, Archives and Heritage, Poor Rate Book for King’s
Norton, 1886
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It comprised four fields running north to south along Shutlock Lane and Dad’s
Lane and two fields by the railway. At the time of the tithe in 1840 most of this
land had been owned by the Misses Hamper but was let to a farmer. The
majority was pasture but one field, The Hopyard (3251) was arable. It is unlikely
that hops were cultivated then but it was a crop that had been tried in the
17th century but abandoned because of the paucity of the soils.
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In the pleasure grounds there was an extensive range of glass houses to the
northwest of the house, probably as an extension to the hothouse there by
1826. A vinery, 25ft x 13fthad been added to the left of the conservatory in
1834. This had a heating system designed by A. Winder and a plan of it is
included in his notebooks.19 On the plan the name of the gardener is given as
W. Mussell . A special camellia house had been built in 1864. This was set off
by a formal path system in the lawn in front of it. The path system evident in
the 1840 tithe map was still in situ, and the western boundary was of estate
railings allowing views into the meadows. The pleasure grounds had been
extended by a rectangular piece, probably a croquet lawn, and later used
as a tennis lawn. Between the pleasure grounds and the railway there was an
orchard and kitchen garden, but this area may have been a kitchen garden
earlier, with the orchard being an addition. A path led from the pleasure
grounds through the kitchen garden and via steps down the railway
embankment to the station. The former orchard and at least one of the fields
on the other side of the railway had been sold off and the station built on the
Henbury land.
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Some changes had taken place in the field patterns and the area formally
Big Meadow had been subdivided into four fields. Both W. F. Lyndon and G. F.
Lyndon were noted patrons of the Turf and successfully bred racehorses,20 so
there was a need for paddocks at the Henburys.
At the Alcester Road entrance to the estate a lodge cottage had been built.
These became increasingly popular on suburban estates from the 1850s
onwards to guard the privacy of the estate.

C

The proximity of the railway station to the Henburys was soon to prove a
disadvantage. King’s Heath experienced a building boom as suburban
railway services were introduced, as well as tram services, and the ‘country
retreats’ in large grounds rose in value as building estates. One of these
estates was The Grange21, lying immediately to the south of the Henburys
across the railway, and when Lyndon found it was to be cut up for building he
decided to sell The Henburys. In his profile in the Moseley Society Journal of
April 1895 the Henburys was described as ‘well known as one of the most
delightful residences in the district,’ and noted that Mr Lyndon had lived there
since he was six years old but ‘a few years back he had information that the
adjoining estate was to be cut up for building purposes which he considered
would greatly deteriorate his property and encroach on his privacy. He
therefore sold it to Mr Richard Cadbury.’ The sale probably took place by

BAHS MS 922 A Winder’s Album of Designs for Heating Systems in Glasshouses
Moseley Society Journal, Profile of G. F. Lyndon, April 1895, p. 125.
21 The Grange Estate was developed by the Freehold Land Society from March 1895 –
Moseley Society Journal March 1895, p. 65

19
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1892 by which time Richard Cadbury had acquired the land which adjoined
the eastern part of the Henburys, to build Uffculme. Lyndon could have sold
the Henburys for building purposes himself, but this sale to Richard Cadbury
was the first in a sequence of decisions that resulted in the Henburys not
sharing the fate of many similar estates in Moseley and King’s Heath and
being covered in houses, but becoming public open space.
Planting
There is very little archival evidence as to the planting of the Henburys estate.
However the entrance avenue trees were described in 1921 as ‘lofty elms and
ancient beeches’22 so were probably planted by 1840 and were the trees
shown on the 1840 tithe map. That same document described the hedgerows
as having oak and ash.
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A detail of one of the specimens grown in the glasshouses at the Henburys
has been found. In 1893 G. F. Lyndon presented a double white flowered
camellia (Camellia alba fl. pl) to the Birmingham Botanical Gardens. The age
of the plant was not known but it had clearly been at the Henburys for a very
long time, possibly from the early 19th century and was initially housed in the
‘large greenhouse’ mentioned at the sale in 1826. Camellias became popular
in the early 19th century, and especially from the 1820s onwards, and because
they were not thought to be hardy were housed under glass. G.F. Lyndon said
that the plant had reached such a size by 1864 that a new house had been
erected for it, and by 1888 it had outgrown this house and had to be pruned
to 18 feet high. It annually had 10,000 blooms.23
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Shortly before selling the Henburys Lyndon held the Moseley and King’s Heath
flower show in his grounds, an event that the Chamberlains attended and for
which their gardener, Cooper, entered several of the competition classes.

3 BACKGROUND HISTORY & THE FIRST PHASE OF THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HIGHBURY ESTATE 1878-1893

C

Introduction
In 1878 Joseph Chamberlain acquired c.25 acres of land to the north of the
Henburys in order to build a new residence, shortly adfter being elected a
Member of Parliament in 1876. This he named Highbury after his boyhood
home in North London. The plans for the house were passed in June 1878.24
The initial landscaping was carried out to a design by Edward Milner (18191884), a Surrey landscape gardener, who was favoured by several clients in
the North, Midlands and Home Counties, mainly rich industrialists. His clients
included H.D. Pochin at Bodnant, N. Wales; James Dugdale at Wroxall Abbey,
Warwickshire; M. T. Hicks-Beach at Oakley Park, Basingstoke and the public
parks of Buxton Pavilion Gardens and the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.25 From

Birmingham Mail 16 June 1921
Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural Society Annual Report 1893-4, pp. 35-36
24 BAHS King’s Norton Building Register 1875-90, Plan number 279 mansion at Moseley,
J H Chamberlain for Joseph Chamberlain, 4 June 1878
25 Alice Hodges ‘ A Victorian Gardener: Edward Milner’ Garden History v. 3 1977,
pp.68-76
22

23

25

1870 he was in partnership with his son, Henry Ernest, who in 1890 published
The Art and Practice of Landscape Gardening and this sets out the
philosophy of the designs by father and son. Several of the features
advocated in this book were implemented at Highbury. Milner had probably
previously laid out Chamberlain’s garden at Southfield in Augustus Road,
Edgbaston.
The Milner design for Highbury provided the basis for the addition of many
new features, some said to have been designed by Joseph Chamberlain
himself, which were implemented over the next thirty years, together with
elements provided by Henry Ernest Milner (1845-1906). Highbury became
arguably the most elaborate of the many extensive gardens created by
Birmingham industrialists and professional men in the late 19th century, and
due to Chamberlain’s high political profile, was widely written about.
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The reasons for Chamberlain choosing to build in the Moor Green area of
Moseley are not recorded, but family and locational factors must have
played a part. Joseph Chamberlain’s brother, Arthur who was chairman of
Kynoch’s the chemical manufacturers, had been leasing the adjoining estate
of Moor Green Hall, formerly called Moor Green House, since 1874, which
from 1866 had been the home of Joseph Chamberlain, senior, their father.
Chamberlain was therefore familiar with this area. At the time when he
purchased the land the area was predominantly rural and had good views
over the Worcestershire countryside. For a man embarking on a career in
national politics and needing to spend much time in London it had the
advantage of proximity to King’s Heath station and the train service to New
Street. Moor Green was favoured by the wealthy for new residences as
parcels of farmland could be acquired relatively easily and in sufficient
quantity to ensure a measure of privacy.
The development of Highbury will be considered in two phases: the first up to
1893 prior to the leasing of the western portion of the Henburys from Richard
Cadbury, and the second phase of further developments up to 1921 when
some of the land became a public park.

C

Former agricultural use of Highbury land
The land for Highbury had previously been in agricultural use. At the time of
the Tithe in 1840-3 it had consisted of the following fields which were owned
by William Congreve Russell, with the exception of Spring Field which was
owned by John Taylor (see fig 3)
Field Number
3305
3306
3307
3313 (part)
3314
3315
3316
3317 (part)
3318 (part)

Name
Plantation
Shuttuck meadow
Pit meadow
Long piece
Poor barley field
Six day math
Spring meadow
Hinterfold
Poor barley field

Usage
wood
meadow
meadow
pasture
meadow
pasture
pasture
pasture
pasture

Acreage
0a 0r 23p
2a 0r 16p
3a 1r 28p
5a 3r 25p ( c.2a)
5a 0r 14p
4a 2r 29p
c.7a
7a 3r 35p (c. 3a )
4a 1r 3p (c.2a)
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The Plantation, Shuttock Meadow, and Pit Meadow were part of the land
farmed by Joseph Simmons whose farm was immediately to the north of the
site for Highbury, but which soon after Highbury was built became a
gentleman’s residence named Moorgreen House. Long piece and Poor
barley field to the south of it were part of Moorcroft Farm farmed by John
Austin. This farm was just to the north of Moor Green Cottage. This property
was later named Pitmaston. Six Day Math, Spring Meadow and Hinterfield
were leased by Samuel Cox who farmed some of the land of The Firs Estate to
the north east of Highbury.

H
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The eight fields on a south facing slope that were the site for the Highbury
estate were rectangular in shape and were used for pasture or meadow.
Their names give some indication as the nature of the ground. Pit meadow
indicates the presence of a clay pit, of which there were several in the area.
The name Poor Barley Field for two of the fields indicates the poor nature of
some of the soil, and Spring meadow indicates the prevailing feature of this
landscape of numerous springs giving rise to streams that flowed westwards to
the river Rea.
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Landscaping 1879-1893
The principal information on the landscaping of Highbury is Milner’s
landscape plan,26 the series of 25 inch Ordnance Survey Maps, articles in the
general and gardening press and Chamberlain family photographs. The
extensive collection of family letters in Birmingham University Library provides
limited information. No detailed information in the form of planting plans,
nurserymen’s orders, garden notebooks or account books have survived.
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Milner’s landscape plan for Highbury (figure 9 ) was drawn up in 1879 before
Chamberlain had purchased Spring meadow, which must have been
acquired some time shortly after 1879. The plan shows the line of the new
roads, Yew Tree Road and the first section of Queensbrige Road, which had
been cut just to the north of an old field path that had crossed Long Piece,
Poor Barley Field and Hinterfield and which, beyond Highbury, still continued
south eastwards to near Queen’s Bridge over the railway.

Figure 9: Milner’s landscape plan for Highbury, 1879 courtesy of Birmingham Archives
and Heritage Services (opposite)

26 BAHS, Edward Milner’s Landscape plan is included in J. H. Chamberlain’s roll of
drawings for Highbury, MS1338/3
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Figure 10: Photograph of the eastern section of Yew Tree Path in c.1891, similar to
the western section which had been incorporated into Highbury in 1879 when Yew
Tree Road was made. Courtesy of Birmingham Archives and Heritage Services
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The name for the path and the road was taken from an old yew, said to have
been mentioned in Domesday. This was in the field that became the site for
Richard Cadbury’s house, Uffculme, some ten years later. The line of the old
field boundaries is also shown on the plan as dotted lines. The house was
reached by a lodge entrance drive from Moor Green Lane on the west and
was positioned well to the east of the entrance and at the northern edge of
the site at the highest point to optimize the views from it.
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Figure11: Photograph of the Highbury Lodge entrance, 1922. Courtesy of Birmingham
Archives and Heritage Services
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The length of the carriage drive added to the impression that the estate was
larger than it was, as well as affording views over the grounds when travelling
along it. The drive terminated at a turning circle on the entrance front. In the
initial landscaping the garden was divided almost equally between pleasure
grounds and fields for pasturing stock.
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Figure 12: Photograph of the carriage drive, c.1888. Courtesy of the Chamberlain
Collection Birmingham University Library
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The house, designed by the gifted Birmingham architect, John Henry
Chamberlain, had its principal reception rooms aligned along its south front
and Milner commenced the area to be laid out as pleasure grounds a small
way to the west of the house. Immediately on the south front there was a
formal area of a straight terrace which could be accessed from the house
and, which led at each end via steps to a semi-circular path with a formal
planting of shrubs.
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Figure 13: Photographs of the garden front of Highbury showing the terrace and the
start of the semi-circular path (above) and circular beds near the path (below)
Courtesy of the Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library
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Henry Milner in his The Art and Practice of Landscape Gardening considered
The terrace is not only the narrow strip of raised level ground placed
parallel with the house, or the more stately portion – often with
architectural adornments – that is laid out along the face of the
structure, but must be understood as the whole of the ground that
forms the base, or setting for the building

Figure 14: Example of a terrace layout from Henry Milner’s The Art and Practice of
Landscape Gardening 1890, similar to that designed for Highbury although there the
elaborate parterres were omitted in favour of circular beds

C

The terrace path continued south-eastwards in a series of paths and beds
that wound gently down the slope. From the drawing room at the eastern
end of the house there was a door into a conservatory which then led into a
series of glasshouses, for Chamberlain was already a collector of orchids and
liked to grow hothouse subjects. Beyond this on the northern boundary there
was to be a kitchen garden with fruit trees along the dividing paths and it was
proposed to mask from view from the grounds by dense shrubberies. From the
pleasure grounds a circuit path led round the outer margins of the grounds to
the lodge entrance, and continued to the house via the drive.
Two areas of water were proposed, the Milners considering that ‘of all
beautiful features in a landscape, none is more attractive than water.’ The
stream that started from a spring in Spring Field and flowed westwards along
the southern boundary of the grounds, was to have a channel cut to provide
water for a long sinewy lake with two islands with bridges carrying the circuit
path. Cascades were built at either end of the lake. Again this followed the
Milners’ precepts – ‘when the surrounding land surface is undulated, water
may enter the lake at its highest point by a waterfall or cascade, and the
outfall maybe also formed to rush over a ledge or brawl over a rocky
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bottom.’ Edward Milner’s book had three examples of designs for bridges one
of which in a simple rustic style, was used at Highbury.

Figure15: Milner’s design for a rustic bridge, and photograph of the lake looking
westwards with the Milner bridge that carried the circuit path, 1888. Photograph
courtesy of Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library

The Milners also designed a boathouse for the pool, and again the design
appeared in Henry Milner’s book.
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Figure 16: Photograph of the lake at Highbury with the boathouse and one of Milner’s
designs for a boathouse

A western pool with a small island was made in the old clay pit. It was to be
viewed from a branch of the circuit path that then cut across the field to join
the drive. The pool was known as Oak Tree Pool after a tree by its edge which
had a seat that Chamberlain was particularly fond of.
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Figure 17: Photograph of the Upper Pool near the lodge, 1888, Courtesy of
Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library. The pool was later called
Oak Tree Pond
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Milner’s plan also shows the proposed planting. On the Shutlock Lane
boundary the existing plantation was retained as were many of the
hedgerow trees after the hedges were removed. New plantations were
proposed on the boundaries of the property, particularly on the southern
boundary and the southern margins of the lake.
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For the northern boundary on Yew Tree Road Milner proposed a brick wall to
run from the lodge to the end of the stables with two entrances, one to the
stable yard and one to the kitchen garden and was to be deeply masked by
shrubs along the drive.
The first edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey Map of 1883 (figure 8) shows the
extent of the landscaping after five years. A comparison of this map and
Milner’s plan indicate that most of his plan had been implemented, but some
minor amendments had been made. Some of these amendments were as a
result of Chamberlain having acquired the additional land of Spring Meadow.
This enabled the boundary of the pleasure grounds to be further south and
the path system to be extended, together with the construction of a third
pond.
A set of farm buildings for a hobby farm had been built in part of Spring
meadow. The fact that Highbury could have a hobby farm necessitated the
circuit path being enclosed by railings to prevent the stock straying on to it.
The central field was divided into three areas by railings and the new
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plantation in the centre was also enclosed. This created what in the 18th
century was termed a ferme ornée, a farm with beautified margins.
The northern boundary had not been made as Milner had recommended it.
A boundary wall had been built, but it ran from the back wall of the stable
south eastwards to the edge of the property where a second lodge had
been built. These amendments had been sketched in pencil on Milner’s plan
and were probably decided at an early stage. A short wall range of glass
houses had also been erected. A back drive ran from the gardener’s cottage
to the farm buildings.
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The treatment of the Yew Tree Road boundary from the lodge entrance to
the rear elevation of the mansion was described by Chamberlain in a letter to
Richard Cadbury to whom he subsequently recommended it as a boundary
treatment for an area between Highbury and Uffculme ‘it should be laid out
with a mound and plantations similar to the one I have made here to mask
the road of the northern boundary of Highbury.’27 On the boundary there was
a fence and from the road all that could be seen were ‘tall palisades and
young trees.’28 The long boundary along Moor Green Lane had a tall fence
on the top of the bank.

27 Birmingham Central Library, Archives and Heritage Services, Cadbury Collection MS
466/292/3-4 Letter JC to RC Highbury 8 January 1894
28 University of Birmingham Chamberlain Collection, Innes Adair ‘Highbury,
Birmingham: the Home of the Rt Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, M. P. Weekly Scotsman
July 8 1899
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Figure 18: The Moor Green Lane Boundary Fence to Highbury, 1922. Courtesy of
Birmingham Archives and Heritage Services

Only five years after they were laid out the gardens at Highbury were the
subject of an article in The Gardeners’ Chronicle of October 25, 1884. The
writer was very impressed by the careful control of the views both from the
house over the garden, and from the gardens to the house ‘the natural
beauty of the curves and undulations of the hilly ground no doubt suggested
many of those beautiful views which now present themselves, each complete
in itself and having a totally different aspect when viewed from different
points, but nevertheless all in harmony with one another.’
He continued ‘Highbury commands on all sides an extensive view – that on
the garden side, which stretches far away over the Worcestershire country
being truly magnificent and reminding one of those lovely Surrey views which
are so pleasant at all seasons of the year.’ Viewed from the highest point the
new landscaping was in harmony with the scenery around and ‘indeed
seems to form an uninterrupted part of it, no fence or wall or any line of
demarcation being visible anywhere around the estate.’
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The features in the pleasure ground that were singled out in this article were a
hardy flower garden, beds of flowering shrubs, rockeries with alpine plants,
and a large rockery descending to an ornamental pond. Above it there was
a lookout.

Figure 19: Photograph showing the viewing platform and the lower pool, 1888.
Courtesy of Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library
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There was also a large rose garden surrounded by shrubberies near the
mansion. A circular rose garden with beds in the shape of a flower’s petals
had been specified on the Milner plan but had not been implemented. A
second rose garden which had probably been only recently established and
was not mentioned in the article, was a rectangular enclosure with arbours for
seats at the four corners, and is evident on the 1884 map. This was enclosed
by a yew hedge but this would not have grown into a significant size by this
date. It was later called the Elizabethan rose garden. What the writer in the
Gardeners’ Chronicle article emphasized was the informality of the planting,
giving the garden an old fashioned air. Chamberlain did not like straight lines
‘a straight line is always exceedingly ugly to look on’. 29
The lake was also praised, and at the eastern end where the diversion of the
stream fed the lake, near the Swiss cottage style boathouse designed by
Milner, there was a waterfall together with one at the outfall.

29 Birmingham Central Library, Archives and Heritage Services, Cadbury Collection ,
MS 466 292/3-4 J C to Richard Cadbury, Highbury, 8 Jan 1894
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Near by the stream there was also a circular thatched summerhouse, evident
on the map of 1884 and illustrated in a later article.30 The circuit path
continued with more shrubberies and beds for herbaceous plants. On this
walk the most notable feature was a large sunk rockery for hardy ferns
‘planted with the most varied collection of hardy ferns available.’
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By 1884 the area of glass for exotic specimens was already extensive. The
conservatory, later known as the Palm House, led into the fernery and then
into thirteen span houses which were reached from a two hundred feet
corridor. These were all designed and by Henry Hope, who started building
the range in November 1878 and it was completed a year later.31
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Figure 20: Photographs of the glasshouse corridor and the Henry Hope Conservatory.
Courtesy of the Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library

Birmingham University Library, Chamberlain Collection, JC4/12/6 Darby Stafford,
‘The Colonial Secretary’s Country Home’ undated periodical, c.1896 p. 238.
31 BAHS MS 1056/161 Illustrated catalogue of Henry Hope Greenhouses Jan 1889, list of
clients on back cover, the order also included 2 lean-to vineries, a peach house, a
tree cover and pits; MS 1056/251 Messrs Clark and Hope Order Book 1877-86
30
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In 1888 Chamberlain added a rose house prior to his marriage to Mary Endicott.
He wrote that he feared the flowers would not do as well as those in her native
America. The house itself ‘is to be 60 feet long and the best and latest model but I
fear it will never equal the American roses as our winter has so little sunshine.’32
When Mary Chamberlain arrived at Highbury after their marriage in December
1888 she found everything to her liking – except the view from the pleasure
grounds to the rickyard below the farm, and this view was masked by the building
of an ornamental thatched dairy, with a verandah, at the eastern end of the
tennis lawn. The interior was tiled with white tiles with a border of cream and blue
at the top and bottom.33 The tennis lawn was made in an area formerly part of
Spring Field, which was added to the pleasure grounds.

Figure 21: Photograph of the front of the thatched dairy built for Mary Chamberlain in
1889-90. This photograph dates to the First World War when it was used as an isolation
ward and guarded by a policeman. Courtesy of Birmingham Archives and Heritage
Services

However it proved less easy to mask a development that occurred on the
land adjoining Highbury’s eastern boundary when Richard Cadbury
commenced the building of Uffculme in 1890. This house was positioned at
the head of its site in order to take advantage of the extensive views, but this
position was very near the Highbury boundary and made it very visible from its
32 Chamberlain Collection, A/1/25 Joseph Chamberlain to Mary Endicott, May 29
1888
33 Chamberlain Collection, AC4/3/155 Mary Chamberlain to Mrs Endicott, June 28
1890
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pleasure grounds, Mary Chamberlain wrote to her mother, ‘really it is too cruel
Neville has dubbed it the cocoa palace in honour of its builder and we all
heartily wish he had found a site for it elsewhere.’34
However after the acquisition of forty two acres of the Henburys on a lease
from Richard Cadbury to the south of the original area of Highbury in 1894 the
Chamberlains added many new features to the grounds and were able to
greatly extend the hobby farm.
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Planting and Garden Management
It is evident that the Highbury garden and its collection of exotics was Joseph
Chamberlain’s all absorbing hobby and one in which he included his
children. His return to Highbury from London at the weekend was followed by
a tour of inspection such as that reported in July 1888 – ‘The morning I spent
walking in the garden and greenhouses making the tour accompanied by
Cooper the head gardener and Hilda, Ethel and Austen, we were noting
defects and arranging to rectify them.’35 The choice of planting at Highbury
was very much dictated by Joseph Chamberlain’s taste, and he often
personally staked out the area when beds were being added. On the one
hand he had a liking for native English plants, with his first wife he had made a
fern rockery at their first house in Edgbaston36 and in a letter to Mary Endicott
describing the gardens he had expressed his love of buttercups –
In the drive the railings separate the gardens proper from the fields
where the cows and horses pasture. I suppose roughly that the house
and gardens occupy about twelve acres and the fields about 18
acres. They are beautiful just now when the buttercups are outflanking
the grass with immense spots of gold. Is the buttercup an American
plant? It makes the beauty of an English meadow as the poppy and
cornflower add to the cornfield. 37
This in turn led to much use of hardy perennials, biennials and bulbs and an
interest in alpines.

34

Chamberlain Collection, AC 4/3/182 MC to Mrs Endicott, Prince’s Gardens, 27 Feb
1891
35 Chamberlain Collection, A/1/42 Joseph Chamberlain to Mary Endicott, Highbury,
July 27/29 1888
36 Chamberlain Collection AC 1/1/58 Harriet Chamberlain to Mrs Chamberlain, 24
Harborne Road Edgbaston, 24 April 1862
37 Chamberlain Collection, JC28A A/1/29 JC to Mary Endicott, Highbury, 29 May 1888
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Figure 22: Alpines planted in rockwork with a shrubbery at the back. Courtesy of the
Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library
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The planting at Highbury was unusual in that there was minimal use of
bedding plants which was a characteristic of the gardening on many large
estates. The limited amount of bedding was restricted to a series of circular
beds on the perimeter of the formal semi-circle of lawn as specified on the
Milner plan. These would have required much space to raise them in heated
greenhouses for schemes which were changed twice a year. On the other
hand he had a love of exotics which he indulged as did many wealthy
manufacturers at this period. His collections were not exclusively orchids but
a wide range of specimens such as azaleas, carnations, begonias, cyclamens
and primulas.
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Many of the existing field trees and former hedgerow trees were retained to
give the estate a feeling of maturity. The trees were predominantly oaks and
ashes.
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Figure 23: A retained hedgerow tree, an oak, in the pleasure grounds. Courtesy of the
Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library
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Of the shrubs rhododendrons were a particular passion for Chamberlain and
were used extensively throughout the grounds. The finer kinds were planted in
irregular shaped beds in a dip in the grounds near the lookout and rockery in
he eastern part of the pleasure grounds. However the poor quality of the
shallow soil resting on gravel in this area, formerly part of the aptly named
Poor Barley field, necessitated them being replanted in loam and peat to a
depth of thirty inches in 1901-3.
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4 BACKGROUND HISTORY AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE UFFCULME ESTATE 1890-1921
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Introduction
Uffculme was built by Richard Cadbury, the cocoa and chocolate
manufacturer, in 1890-1. He had resided at Moseley Hall for a number of
years, but when much of its land was developed by the Taylors for building,
he had purchased the mansion from them and donated it for use as a
convalescent home for crippled children. Business and philanthropic
considerations dictated that he stayed in the area, and in fact he bought
part of the outlying land of The Firs estate, also owned by the Taylors, directly
to the south of Moseley Hall, on which to build a new house. His purchase
was in the order of thirteen acres,38 most of it to the south of the recently
extended Queensbridge Road and extending southwards to the northern
boundary of the Henburys. ( see figure 3).
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Soon after the purchase of this land he was offered the Henburys estate by G.
F. Lyndon which he purchased, probably in 1893. Whilst this safeguarded the
amenity of his new home it added 65 acres to his property and by 1894 he
had offered Joseph Chamberlain the lease of the forty two acres comprising
the western portion of the Henburys, whilst he added the 25 acre eastern
portion to the grounds of Uffculme. Richard Cadbury died in 1899 and
Uffculme was the home of his widow until her death in 1907 when it was
bought from the estate by Barrow Cadbury, his eldest son. The house was
used initially as a hostel by the Adult School Union, a clearing house for
Belgian refugees and as a military hospital from 1916 in conjunction with
Highbury and Sorrento. In 1918 Barrow and Geraldine Cadbury equipped it as
an orthopaedic treatment centre. A portion of the grounds was used for an
Open Air School built by Geraldine Cadbury in 1911. The Uffculme estate was
presented by the Cadburys to the City in 1916. This generosity was crucial in
ensuring that The Henburys was not developed for building, and in 1921 a
portion of the estate, formerly part of the Henburys, was opened as a public
park. 39

C

The Landscaping of Uffculme1890-4
The initial landscaping of Uffculme will be dealt with briefly as it is not part of
the listed park of historic significance under consideration in this report.
Uffculme, like Highbury, was built on former agricultural land and it included
the ancient yew tree that had given its name to the field path. This tree was
near the coachman’s cottage near the Highbury boundary, and the path
was absorbed into the grounds of Uffculme. Richard Cadbury built a high wall
running along his Queensbridge Road boundary but to compensate the
public for the loss of the path and their views across to the Lickey Hills planted
the road with trees to make a shady walk. The garden was laid out with lawns

38 In 1886 The Firs comprised 31 acres but in 1891 it had been reduced to 18 acres –
indicating that it was 13 acres that had been sold to Richard Cadbury. King’s Norton
Poor Rate Levy Books, 1886, 1891 in Birmingham Central Library, Archives and
Heritage.
39 Percy Barlett, Barrow Cadbury: a Memoir (1960) p. 25, p. 43; Janet Whitney,
Geraldine S. Cadbury (1948) p. 175.
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and a large rockery, whilst two pools were made in a marshy area of the
garden which was a former clay pit.40 The lower end of the old field path was
retained beyond the timber framed barn, which was demolished. It ran
through an area of land which became an orchard and kitchen garden and
was later the site for the Open Air School.
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The Landscaping of Uffculme 1894-1921
After acquiring the Henburys in c.1893 Richard Cadbury offered the western
portion of it to Joseph Chamberlain on a lease, which was signed in 1893. The
lease has not survived and it is not known how long its term was. After signing
it there was some debate between them over the exact line of the new
boundary dividing the eastern and western portions of the Henburys,
particularly over the siting of a vegetable garden that Chamberlain proposed
making near the new boundary which would be very visible from Uffculme.
He was waiting for a visit from Mr Milner who would advise him on the best
location.41 Richard Cadbury wrote to Joseph Chamberlain ‘I find that the
kitchen garden proposed to be carried along the boundary line on your side
would be a very conspicuous object from our windows, but you will no doubt
be able to modify this by not extending it so far.’ Joseph Chamberlain replied
with a suggestion that the boundary be a curved line ‘laid out with a mound
and plantation…. such a plantation would be very pretty from your house
and would, I think, entirely screen my ground from your prospect.’
Chamberlain’s letter also says that he had not realized that Cadbury
intended to give up Lyndon’s house and outbuildings… and throw them into
the field.’
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Richard Cadbury did in fact make many modifications in the area
surrounding the house of the Henburys estate. These are evident on the
second edition of the 25 inch Ordnance Survey map of 1904 (figure 24 )and
show that whilst the Henburys was not entirely demolished it was very
considerably reduced in size, the outbuildings and glass houses were
demolished leaving the garden wall along the drive, and retaining a small
range of stables on the other side of the drive. The paths in the pleasure
grounds had been eliminated except for the sweeping path from the drive to
the entrance of the house. However much ornamental planting was
maintained around the house. See figures 4, 6, and 7).
Richard Cadbury’s acquisition of the Henburys provided sufficient land for a
hobby farm. A picture of the grounds of Uffculme taken in 1908, shows cows
grazing in the former Henbury’s fields.
When Uffculme became the property of Barrow Cadbury and the house was
used for a variety of institutional purposes some further landscaping was
carried out in the grounds around 1910, mainly the making of an extensive
path system which connected the grounds of Uffculme with those of the
former Henburys land.
Figure 24: Section from the Ordnance Survey 2nd edition 25” Map, 1904 (opposite)
Helen Cadbury Alexander, Richard Cadbury of Birmingham (1906) pp. 256-7
Birmingham Central Library, Archives and Heritage, Cadbury Collection, MS 466,
292/1 JC to RC Highbury 5 Jan 1894; 292/2 RC to JC Moor Green 6 Jan 1894; 292/3-4
JC to RC Highbury 8 Jan 1894
40
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Figure 25: Photograph of the Henbury meadows, 1908
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The circuit commenced from a new path at the western end of the Uffculme
pleasure grounds, continued along near the boundary between Highbury
and Uffculme through the former pleasure grounds of the Henburys, past the
obelisk and continued almost to the Henburys lodge entrance and back up
to the house. The kitchen garden had been greatly extended as far as the
lodge entrance. These changes are evident on the third edition of the 25 inch
OS Map revised in 1913-14, and published in 1916 (figure 26).

C

In 1915 Barrow Cadbury took possession of the western portion of the
Henburys when the lease expired on Chamberlain’s death. This land was let
to Webster and Bullock, butchers, for grazing between April and November.
The majority of this land was pasture though the large eight acre field had
been arable when leased by Chamberlain and had recently been reseeded.
42However it was soon cultivated again and was used as allotments during
the First War and continued as such until 1925.Barrow and Geraldine Cadbury
presented thirty six acres of Uffculme to the City of Birmingham in 1916 and it
was vested to the General Purposes Committee. The gift included the
Henburys which they noted was being leased to Belgian refugees who had
burnt much of the paneling of what had been a quality house. 43 In 1921 15
acres of Uffculme were transferred to the Parks Department. This was a major
part of the land of the former Henburys estate that Richard Cadbury had
retained in 1893, with the exception of much of the meadow to the north of
the Henburys drive which was retained with Uffculme and became playing
fields.

Figure 26: Section from the Ordnance Survey 3rd edition 25” Map, revised 1913-14,
published 1916 (opposite)
42
43

Birmingham City Council, Conveyance of Uffculme, 1916
BCC Plan accompanying gift of land by Birmingham Civic Society, 1923
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5 THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHBURY 1894-1921
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Introduction
The gardens of Highbury continued to develop with many changes
implemented after the acquisition of the Henburys land. After Joseph
Chamberlain’s paralysing stroke in July1906 the impetus for new features
waned but the gardens were still maintained to a high standard.
Chamberlain died at Highbury in July1914 and his widow left to live at their
London residence. None of the Chamberlain children had the means to live
at Highbury, although Austen inherited the house and estate. Neville lived at
Westbourne in Edgbaston, Beatrice in London, and Ida and Hilda bought the
Bury House at Odiham in Hampshire. Here they created a notable garden
ornamented by many of the garden sculptures and other decorative items
that had once been at Highbury. Some of the garden ornaments were
transferred to Westbourne.
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The house was put at the disposal of the military and became a hospital for
orthopaedic cases and in 1919 Austen Chamberlain gave the mansion to the
Highbury Trustees for institutional use as a hospital for the treatment of limbless
ex-servicemen. His gift did not include thirty one acres of grounds which he
offered to sell for the price his father had purchased it for. This land was
bought for £15,000 with voluntary contributions and vested with the Highbury
Trustees. In the same year additions were made to Highbury consisting of
operating rooms and additional wards built on some of the land formerly
occupied by the ranges of the Highbury glasshouses. In 1921 the trustees
leased fifteen acres of the Highbury grounds to the City’s Parks Department
for use as a public park, the remaining sixteen acres of land continued to be
part of Highbury as private grounds.
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Landscaping
The former grounds of The Henburys
The additional 42 acres of the western Henburys land was integrated into the
existing Highbury estate after 1894 by a number of measures as shown on
figure 26. Principally this consisted of the making of an extensive circuit path
system that replicated that already in situ. The new path started from the
western end of the lake continued round the two Henbury pools then ran
towards Shutlock Lane, before doubling back and running along the curving
hedgerow boundary of the Hopyard field through a new plantation parallel
to the railway and heading northwards to Spring meadow and continued to
the dairy. Several hedges were grubbed up but the field trees were retained
to give a park-like character. New field divisions were made, probably of
estate railings, as the area gave much additional land for grazing stock. For
visitors with the energy it was clear that they might be taken through this
second circuit ‘until’ as Charles Curtis in The Gardeners’ Magazine of 18 April
1903 ‘you are prepared to assert that Highbury consists of a thousand acres
rather than of one hundred.’
Changes were also made to the planting, either by removing it as happened
along the former southern boundary of Highbury, and by adding to it on the
new boundaries such as along Shutlock Lane and in the plantation walk

47

along the railway to shut out the view of the rapidly developing Grange
Building Estate, together with along the western Henburys drive of c.1850. This
drive was altered and the section that had continued to the house, but was
now Richard Cadbury’s property, was eliminated, and the drive was
continued along a new course to the Highbury farm.

H
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Who designed these changes to the Henburys landscaping is not clear. In
Joseph Chamberlain’s discussions with Richard Cadbury over the new
boundary line between their properties and the site for the new kitchen
garden he wished to make, Chamberlain said he was waiting for the visit of
Mr Milner to advise as to the best position for this garden. (see above in
History of landscaping at Uffculme) It may well be that Henry Milner was also
consulted as to the line of the new circuit path and the additional planting.
However Joseph Chamberlain himself is credited with the design of two new
features at his American mother-in-law’s country estate at Glen Magna near
Salem, Massachusetts. These are similar to features at Highbury.
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From the map of 1903 and a discussion of the views from and to Highbury of
the same date it appears that the use of deciduous trees for the new planting
was not an effective barrier when the trees were out of leaf. As Curtis wrote
About forty years ago when Mr Chamberlain made his home at
Highbury, the surrounding country was well wooded, but now King’s
Heath has grown up right opposite the south front of the mansion, and
is plainly seen so long as the trees in the intervening portion of the
Highbury grounds are leafless. To the south-west, however, in the
direction of King’s Norton, there are still many woods, and much
planting has been done on the borders of Highbury, so that during the
summer and autumn the grounds are beautifully enclosed in green
foliage.
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However conifers did not do well in the quick draining gravel soils and would
take some time to blot out the views.
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Figure 27: Photograph of the Highbury Farm buildings, with Hilda Richards, Joseph
Chamberlain’s granddaughter and the chauffeur, and elevation and plan of a new
block of farm buildings, 1900. Photograph courtesy of Chamberlain Collection,
Birmingham University Library plan courtesy of Birmingham Archives and Heritage
Services
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Changes were made to the productive side of the Highbury estate. The farm
buildings were considerably extended by the building of two new ranges, the
second one in 1900.44 In 1898 a corrugated iron dairy was added in the
rickyard for Mary Chamberlain to make cheese.45 The size of the farming
activites can be seen by the fact that a farm bailiff was employed and a
cottage was built for him in 1904 by the new line of the back drive.46 The drive
from Queensbridge Road to the farm had been repositioned so that it ran
parallel to the western boundary of Uffculme, and was not visible from the
pleasure grounds by being sunk, the grounds being retained by an
embankment of crucibles. Below the farm an area was laid out as an
orchard, and a triangular piece below this may have been the new kitchen
garden. By 1891 the farm was producing milk and cream from a herd of dairy
cows, sheep, pigs, chicken and ducks were also kept and honey was
produced. In the kitchen gardens more glasshouses had been built including
a curved range 200 feet x 15 feet adjoining the northern boundary wall of the
kitchen garden, by Wright and Holmes in 1906, which had necessitated
rebuilding the garden wall. This had four vineries and three peach houses. The
firm had also built two carnation houses.
2 The original Highbury Estate

BCL, AHS, King’s Norton and Northfield Building Register, plan no. 878 30 Nov 1900
farm buildings for Highbury, James Bullock and Sons, builders, Alcester Road, Moseley
45 Chamberlain Collection BC 1 /2/31 Ida to Beatrice Chamberlain February 6 1898
46 BCL, KNN Building Register, plan no. 1785 17 Sept 1904 Bailiff’s lodge to Highbury,
James Bullock and Sons, builders, Alcester Road, Moseley
44
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In the period from 1899 to 1904 many new features were added in the original
Highbury Grounds and these were mostly concentrated in the western side of
the gardens. These additions differed from the earlier features in that there
was a greater use of garden structures and statuary and probably
demonstrate the increased influence of Mary Chamberlain’s taste.
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The area between the western pool and the sunk hardy fern garden was
taken in from the meadow and re-landscaped as three new gardens. The first
of these was a rectangular area originally known as the ‘new garden’ in 1900,
then as the Pleasaunce in 1901 and finally, the Italian Garden. It was
surrounded by a beech hedge with shaped enclosures for wooden seats on
three sides which enclosed an area of sunk lawn with small rectangular beds
planted with perennials. The corner of the beds had dwarf cypresses. Cast
iron gates from Sienna were added in 1904, and stone benches. In 1906 a
fountain of swans and cherubs and small pool were placed in the centre and
in 1908 large terracotta pots were placed in the corners together with lead
urns for carnations. Two mature oaks previously in the meadow were included
in the garden and tree seats built around them. At the southern end there
was a brick pergola and a terracotta balustrade with steps leading to the
new rock garden. The pergola was initially planted with a hop, and later with
roses, and in July 1901 Mary Chamberlain reported to her mother ‘the upper
part of the Pleasaunce looks as if it had been established for years. It is really
a wonderful addition to the garden and makes it so much more interesting at
this time of year.’47

Chamberlain Collection, AC4/3/10/8 Mary Chamberlain to Mrs Endicott, July 23
1901
47
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Figure 28: Photographs of the Italian Garden 1901-8 courtesy of the Chamberlain
Collection, Birmingham University Library
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The rock garden was laid out in about 1901 by Messrs Pulham and Sons to a
design by Joseph Chamberlain, and this too was enclosed by a beech
hedge. It was probably an extension to what had been the hardy fern
rockery. It was planted with cotoneasters, berberis, alpine rhododendrons,
helianthemums and ericas and other alpine plants.

Figure 29: Two photographs of the rock garden, with Joseph Chamberlain on the right
checking the plants received, 1901 courtesy of the Chamberlain Collection
Birmingham University Library
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The trio of gardens was completed by a Dutch Garden beyond the Italian
garden which was enclosed by a holly hedge from the meadow. This was
formally laid out in a series of geometric beds divided by terracotta paths
and was devoted to a succession of bulbs. It was ornamented by an
astrolabe in the centre bed and the two flanking beds had stone bird baths.
The garden was said to have been inspired by one Joseph Chamberlain had
seen on the Continent.
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Figure 30: Photographs of the Rock garden with the Dutch Garden in the
background, c.1902-4 courtesy of the Chamberlain Collection Birmingham University
Library
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In 1902 a new shrub garden of two acres was made in an area of former
meadow between the lodge entrance and the branch of the circuit path.
The latter was planted with a lime avenue. This garden was described in The
Gardeners’ Chronicle of 26 November 1904 as being for the purpose of
displaying
A very choice collection of flowering trees and shrubs, with groups of
bamboo and sufficient evergreen trees and shrubs to afford relief to
the bareness of other species in winter… the whole of the surface is
covered with grass, which is mown with scythes occasionally; and
winding grass covered paths, kept closely mown, serve to guide one
through the miscellaneous assortment of beds and isolated trees
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Figure 31: The Flowering shrub garden c.1904 courtesy of the Chamberlain
Collection, Birmingham University Library
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The last improvement, the tea garden, was made in 1904, again in an area of
former meadow at the edge of the pleasure grounds, and this time near the
eastern circuit path. After the line of the estate railings was altered a large
area was leveled and lawned with an area of stone slabs for tables and
chairs. This was reached via a set of turf steps from the lawns in the pleasure
grounds which lead into a semi-circular look out surrounded by a balustrade
with an elaborate sundial and seat. From here there was a formal approach
to the tea lawn via a ramp set with stone slabs and lined with statues of
Bacchus, Ceres and Cupid.

Figure 32: Photographs of the Tea Garden showing the
ramp, general view and the sundial, c.1905-6 courtesy of
the Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University
Library
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Roses had been planted extensively at Highbury from the garden’s inception,
notably in the ‘Elizabethan’ garden but more were added on arches on the
circuit path and in experimental rose beds in a lower part of the garden.

Figure 33: Photographs of the Elizabethan Garden and the rose arches on the circuit
path, c,1903 courtesy of the Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library
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An important alteration was made in about 1904 when an embankment was
made on the far eastern boundary of the pleasure grounds after the service
lane to the farm was relocated. The embankment was formed of industrial
crucibles and was 20 feet high on its outer face and had a double bank on its
inner face, and thus effectively blocked out sight and sound from Uffculme.
No further significant alterations appear to have been made after 1906 when
Joseph Chamberlain had a stroke, although the grounds continued to be
maintained to a high standard. Chamberlain won prizes for orchids at the
shows of the Birmingham Botanical Gardens until 1913 and also for
chrysanthemums at the Birmingham Chrysanthemum Show. Periodically the
Moseley Flower show and the Moseley and King’s Heath Horseshow were held
in the grounds as well as political garden parties and rallies.

Figure 34: The Moseley and King’s Heath horse show in the Highbury Meadows,
c.1906 Courtesy of the Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library
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Chamberlain died in July 1914 and Highbury became a military hospital in
1915. The orchid collection was put up for sale and the 701 lots realized
£826, 48 though much of it had probably been transferred to Neville
Chamberlain’s home, Westbourne. All the other exotic plants were dispersed
and the Conservatory became a hospital ward with some of the glasshouses
being used as operating theatres, wards and workshops. The grounds had
several wooden huts as further wards, and surviving photographs of the
period show that much of the grounds became very overgrown and the
lawns unkempt due to the steep reduction in the garden labour force.
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Figure 35: The Italian Garden c.1916 courtesy of Birmingham Archives and Heritage
Services

48

The Orchid Review XXIII, May 1915 p. 138
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6 THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHBURY PARK AND
HIGHBURY IN INSTITUTIONAL USE 1921-2008
Introduction
Highbury Park is unusual among the city’s parks in that the land for it came
from three estates which had been established at different periods as private
residences with grounds. The pre-park history of these estates has been
discussed above. The land for the park was acquired piecemeal from 1921 to
1924.
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The park opened in 1921 and consisted of thirty acres, fifteen of which were
part of the grounds of Highbury and fifteen were part of the Uffculme estate.
In 1923 forty two acres of the western part of The Henburys were added to the
Park from a purchase made by the Birmingham Civic Society and donated to
the city, whilst in the following year the Society gave a further 3 acres of land
adjoining Highbury. In 1933 3 ½ acres were transferred from Highbury to the
park, but withdrawn in 1939. The land from The Henburys, Uffculme and
Highbury was known as Highbury Park from February 1933.49

Figure 36: Map showing the areas of land acquired for Highbury Park
49 BAHS Parks Committee Minutes Nov 1931-March 1933; Joseph Trevor Jones History
of the Corporation of Birmingham vol V 1915-35 part 11 (Birmingham, 1940) p. 431
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Landscaping and development of Highbury Park 1921-2008
The several pieces of land which over time have been acquired for Highbury
Park are shown in figure 36.
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The first land used for a park was leased to the parks committee by the
Highbury Trustees in March 1921 for a nominal rent of £1 per annum. This
consisted of the grounds of Highbury marked A in figure 36. This comprised the
lodge entrance on Moor Green Lane, the shrub garden, the Dutch garden,
the Italian Garden and the rock garden and the bottom two sections of the
enclosed meadows. Later in the same year the General Purposes Committee
of the City Council transferred fifteen acres of Uffculme to the Parks
department ‘on condition that the first portion was retained for that purpose’,
and this marked B on figure 36. This land was part of the Henburys estate that
Richard Cadbury had retained with Uffculme in 1894, and consisted of the
lodge entrance on Alcester road, and the land to the south of the drive up to
the house and its former pleasure grounds.
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On the park’s opening in June 192150 an article on ‘the Beauties of Uffculme
and Highbury’ recognized that whilst many were familiar with ‘the natural
beauty of the grounds’ having visited them for fetes and shows ‘there are
many thousands who are ignorant that so many delightful acres of richly
wooded parkland lies behind the wall that borders the Queensbridge Road.’
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In January 1923 the Birmingham Civic Society bought the forty two acres of
the Western Henburys from Barrow Cadbury for £9,000-
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This purchase was of considerable importance, for it preserves the
amenity of the adjoining estates of Highbury and Uffculme, with which
it is naturally associated, whilst those portions of the estate which are to
be used as athletic fields will be found especially convenient, not only
for residents of the district itself, but for teams which come from greater
distances by train or tram 51

C

This land was the western portion of the Henburys which had been leased to
Joseph Chamberlain in 1893, and is marked C on figure 36. The Civic Society
then conveyed the land to the City ‘with an understanding that the Society is
to be consulted in the lay-out and treatment of the grounds. In conformity
with this condition various new paths and shelters have been agreed on. ‘The
Civic Society wished that part of the land be reserved as playing fields for
specific schools that lacked such facilities. In 1925 the western most ten and a
half acres section was put under the control of the Education Committee
together with seven acres which continued to be allotments until 1927.
In two years the majority of the land for Highbury Park had been acquired.
The boundary between the western and eastern sections of the Henburys was
mostly removed and the two parts of its drive reunited.
Figure 37 Section from the Ordnance Survey 25” Map 4th edition, 1937 (opposite)
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BCL AHS, Newspaper Cuttings on Parks, Birmingham Mail 16 June 1921
The Work of the Birmingham Civic Society (1946) p. 46
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By 1926 the western end of this drive had been diverted to run to a new
entrance further south on the junction with Dad’s Lane and Shutlock Road
and this entrance was improved in 1939 after road widening at a cost of £700
of which the Civic Society contributed £100.52 Tennis was played on the
Lyndon’s former tennis ground and on new tennis grounds to the west of the
lily pool where there was also a bowling green and a cricket pitch. The cricket
pitch was let at 4 shillings for an afternoon match 2/6 for an evening one and
six pence for schools.53 A sports pavilion was erected by the Birmingham Civic
Society in 1926 on levelled ground where the western drive used to exit.
Permission for this was granted by the Parks Committee –
Subject to the building being thatched with Norfolk reed and the walls
covered with elm boards and the building being erected near to the
brick outbuilding fronting Shutlock Lane54
Refreshments were available in the park from early on. Initially these were sold
from a wooden hut55 but by 1924 the Henburys house was being leased as
refreshment rooms, known as Bunkums. When the park was first opened the
house was being used by the Dolobran Athletic club.56 The fourth edition of
the Ordnance Survey 25 inch map of 1937 ( figure 37) shows that two drinking
fountains had been installed and also some public lavatories. There was a
pavilion by the tennis courts and a six sided shelter by the entrance drive.

Figure 38: The six-sided shelter, 1974
courtesy of Birmingham Archives
and Heritage Services

BAHS, Parks Committee Minutes, 3 April 1939
BAHS Parks Committee Minutes Nov 1926-Oct 1927 p. 20
54 BAHS Parks Committee Minutes Nov 1925-October 1926 minute 6770
55 BAHS Parks sub-committee for Administration , 1922
56 BAHS Newscuttings of Parks, Birmingham Mail 6 June 1921
52
53
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The circuit path system that Chamberlain had installed in the 1890s had not
been maintained nor had the field boundaries which they had put into place.
In 1951 the sports facilities comprised seven cricket pitches, an 18 hole putting
green, one crown bowling green, two football pitches, two grass netball
pitches and seven grass tennis courts.
An area of land, formerly the kitchen garden of the Henburys, and its
continuation enclosed by the Cadburys, was let as allotments, probably by
1922.
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In the Henburys portion of Highbury Park there was little ornamental
gardening although the shrub borders were maintained around the house
and there was a rose garden in the lawned area contained by the brick
garden wall.

C

Figure 39: The Henburys Rose garden, 1931 courtesy of Birmingham Archives and
Heritage Services

In the area of the park formerly part of the grounds of Highbury few changes
had been made when it became a public park. A wide curving border 15
yards long and 50 yards wide was made near the walk-in entrance from
Shutlock Lane, and this was initially used for the display of Dahlias but was
later planted as a rose bed.57 The areas of ornamental garden such as the
flowering shrub garden, the rock garden and the Italian garden were well
maintained, although they lacked the garden statuary which had been
removed by the Chamberlain family in 1914. After 1924 when the three acres
of Highbury land were added a new boundary was installed between the
land for the park and that which was retained with the house. The boundary
was of estate railing using sections removed from the circuit path. In 1933 an
extra 3 ½ acres of land was granted to the parks department by the Public
Assistance Committee which brought the land of the public park nearer to

57

BAHS newscuttings of Parks Birmingham Mail 22 September 1928
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pleasure grounds. However in 1939 this land was withdrawn and reverted
back to the Public Assistance Committee who altered the boundary to also
include land below the thatched dairy, as the building’s s proximity to the
park in the period from 1933 to 39 had resulted in it suffering ‘severely from the
depredations of boys from the park area.’ They also requested that the Park
Department put up notices indicating that the Highbury grounds were
private.58
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During the Second World War the Dutch garden was no longer maintained
and was said to have been used for growing vegetables by the parks
superintendent, and vegetables were cultivated in the Italian Garden and
other flower beds. Hay was made in the meadow land and cut in June by
hand scythe round the edge and then by horse-drawn reaper. It was stored in
a rick constructed near the bottom rose garden, the hay being sold to local
farmers. The staff were augmented by women if there were staff shortages,
and towards the end of the war a Land Girl was employed.59 The allotments in
the Henburys were let to patients from Uffculme. Additional allotments were
laid out in the large field which had been used for that purpose in the
previous war, and these continued until 1951. As part of ARP precautions in
1939, a shed for a trailer pump was constructed by the boathouse to use
water from the lake. ARP trenches were made 100yards down the Alcester
Road drive, and a barrage balloon was installed on the playing field. 60
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After the War the former Dutch garden became a nursery area with
glasshouses for raising bedding plants. Some of the tiles from its paths were
used to make a central path in the Italian Garden and a similar path of
broken concrete slabs was made in the Rock Garden.

C

The landscaping of the park in the 1950s is shown in figure 40.

Figure 40: Section from the Ordnance Survey 25”Map, 1955-7 (opposite)

BAHS Parks Committee Minutes, 30 May 1939
ex inform Mr H. Cookson former Foreman of Highbury Park, personal interview, 19
February 1987
60 BCC Highbury Park Records Card
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Figure 41: The Rock Garden, 1955 courtesy of Birmingham Archives and Heritage
Services
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Changes to the path systems throughout the park were made when the
original graveled paths were replaced by tarmacadam after complaints
about the rutted and broken nature of the paths. A letter in the Birmingham
Mail on 3 July 1930 signed ‘Tenderfoot’ said
It is quite impossible to walk on some part of the paths without being
crippled owing to loose pebbles. I think it is time considering the
numbers who visit this otherwise beautiful park, that something was
done to make the path better to walk on.

C

In one area near the site of the Henburys house the original surface can be
seen where the tarmacadam itself has worn away.
The paths in the former grounds of Highbury were resurfaced in 1951. Teak
seats were provided in the park in 1951 and 1953 paid for from the Keep
Bequest.
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Figure 42: The Lime Avenue with a tarmacadam path and teak seats, 1955 courtesy
of Birmingham Archives and Heritage Services

After the War the park was well maintained with a staff of fourteen gardeners
under a foreman gardener and there were two full-time parks policemen on
bicycles.61
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In 1951 it was decided that Highbury Park could be used for garden fêtes and
an area was designated for ‘galas’ in the Highbury meadow area, the Parks
Committee minutes recorded that ‘authority to be given for permanent
public lavatories, water supply to marquees, fencing, entrance pay boxes
and necessary alterations to the Shutlock entrance at a cost of £945.’62 The
hiring fee was £25 up to 1971 and £40 thereafter. Three fêtes were held
annually - the Moseley Round Table, a flower show and the Conservative fête,
together Scouts groups, and Boys’ clubs events, up to 1978. Other events
included the CND Festival of Life in September 1971 and a Festival of Light in
July 1972.63

Reminiscences of Mrs Beryl Gibbs daughter of Arthur Markham Highbury Park
Superintendent, 1950-1963, 8 October 2008, courtesy of The Friends of Highbury Park
62 BAHS, Parks Committee Minutes, 5 February 1951
63 BCC Highbury Park Records Card
61
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In 1971 an additional piece of land of 556 sq feet was added to the park
from the General Purposes Committee, to the north of the Alcester Road
entrance.64
For several years from 1966 to 1975 the National Cyclo-cross Championship
was held in Highbury Park, with a course of 1.3 miles predominantly in the
Henburys but also extending into the Highbury meadows and near part of the
circuit path.65
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Figure 43: Plan of the cyclo-cross course and a competitor (right) courtesy of
Birmingham Archives and Heritage Services
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In 1967 it was decided to extend the range of planting at Highbury Park by
making it the site for the Midland Rose Centre.66 A competition was held but
subsequently the landscape architect Paul Edwards was commissioned to
plan a scheme, but the full scheme was not proceeded with due to
restrictions in funding. Some roses were planted in the big bed near the
Highbury lake.
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In 1969 the Alcester Road entrance was altered by replacing the high wall
with a low one, and the lodge cottage was demolished soon afterwards.
Many other buildings and features have been lost in the subsequent half
century including all those erected for park purposes, predominantly through
vandalism and lack of money for repairs. The remaining portion of the
Henburys was demolished in the 1965 when it was found to be in an
unsuitable condition for catering purposes. The obelisk had been demolished
earlier in 1957 as it was considered to be in a dangerous condition.

New culverts for flood prevention along Shutlock Lane were installed in 1970.
and further flood prevention work was done opposite Tilbury Grove in the
early 2000s. In 1974 the lake was dredged and in 1989 major work was carried
out on the lake including desilting and replanting.67 The various brick farm
buildings remaining from the Henburys as a private estate, including the one
adapted as the Park Office and mess room in former bridle room of the
BCC Estates Dept, Memo 9 March 1971
BAHS, Newscuttings of Parks, Daily Telegraph, 5 February 1966
66 BAHS, newscuttings of Parks, Birmingham Mail, 17 April 1967
67 BCC Highbury Park Records Card
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Lyndons’ stables, have also been demolished as have the sports pavilions,
drinking fountains and the toilet blocks at the Henburys and Highbury. When
sections of the Shutlock Lane boundary fence fell into disrepair they were
removed and the boundary left open.
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In 1992 a major planting initiative was adopted with the decision to establish
an arboretum in the Highbury meadow land to commemorate the Jubilee of
the fortieth year of the Queen’s accession. Some funding was provided by
the Townswomen’s Guild. This involved very extensive planting of a wide
variety of species including a pinetum and an avenue of Redwoods that
seriously altered the historic character of the meadowland and drastically
reduced the area of open space. In spite of representations from the Garden
History Society’s Conservation Officer and garden historians the scheme was
mainly implemented, Highbury Park’s inclusion on the English Heritage Register
of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest since1986 having failed to
carry any weight.
In 2000 the park was used for Walk 2000, a 2km walk route promoted in
conjunction with NHS.
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Highbury Park Friends were formed in 2002 to promote and safeguard the
park, and they have carried out a tree survey and produced trail leaflets.
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More recently a car park has been made at the Henburys.
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The anti-social problem of ‘cruising’ was first identified at the Henburys in 2001
and recently there has been much clearing of neglected shrubberies around
the D-ended pond and along the allotments boundary as a result. An
Assistant Ranger was appointed in 2007 but currently the post is not filled.
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The Development of Highbury in Institutional Use1921-2008
1932 Highbury Hospital was transferred by the Highbury Trustees to the Public
Assistance Committee and became a Home for Aged Women. In 1934 the
Joseph Chamberlain Memorial Museum was opened in the former library and
breakfast room of the mansion.68 Extensive additions in 1936 resulted in the
demolition of the last of the Chamberlain glasshouses, the new additions
being joined directly to the east front of the mansion.69 Some changes to the
landscaping of the grounds were made at the same time with an entrance
being constructed from Yew Tree Road near the house consisting of a wicket
gate and footpath for staff and a vehicle entrance made in Yew Tree Rd
near the junction with Queensbridge. The terrace designed by Milner which
had only run along the garden front of the mansion was extended along the
front of the new institutional buildings. The eastern half of the Elizabethan
garden was leveled and made into a tennis court.
Shortly after the end of the War the wicket entrance was widened to provide
vehicular access through an entrance with cast iron gates hung on stone

Memorial Booklet for the Opening Ceremony of the Joseph Chamberlain Memorial
Museum, 9 July 1934
69 BAHS Architectural Plans 1993/33 Alterations to Highbury, 1936
68
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pillars. In the 1950s a long section of the 1879 garden boundary wall in front of
the institutional buildings was considerably lowered so the buildings could be
seen from the road. In the late1950s a house for the caretaker was built
opposite the entrance front of the mansion.
By 1974 the Highbury farm buildings and the dairy had been demolished or
had fallen down.
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In 1984 Highbury ceased to be Home for Aged Women, having been
transferred to the General Purposes Committtee, and the mansion was
refurbished for civic entertaining. Part of the institutional building,
Chamberlain House, still vested with Social Services was demolished and an
area created that represented the footprint of the Chamberlain’s
conservatory and fernery. At the same time a garage for Lord Mayor was built
near drive. Whilst the grounds near the mansion were well maintained the
eastern portion was considerably neglected and became very overgrown,
and from the 1980s and ‘cruising’ areas resulted. In 1985 3.39 a. of this land
was declared surplus and appropriated to Leisure Services for inclusion in
Highbury Park,70 though as yet this has not been put into effect.
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A substantial portion of the kitchen garden was made into a car park in
c.2000. The Four Seasons Gardening Project, which provides work experience
and training for adults with special needs, has occupied the eastern section
of the kitchen garden for approximately the last seven years, but they are
currently moving to new premises.

70

BCC Planning Officer’s Report, 13 May 1986
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PART TWO LANDSCAPE SURVEY &
ANALYSIS
1 BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
INTRODUCTION
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A survey of the extant and demolished buildings and structures in Highbury
Park has been undertaken and the buildings discussed in groups according to
their origin commencing with the Henbury estate, followed by those built by
Joseph Chamberlain at Highbury and concluding with those built for Highbury
as a public park and as an institution. These are shown on L S Map 1. (figure
44). From this it will be seen that the majority of surviving buildings and
structures are from the period as the private Chamberlain estate. The
condition of these varies and some are in a poor state due to lack of
maintenance and /or vandalism. Little survives at the Henburys, much having
been demolished in the 1890s when it was acquired by Richard Cadbury.
Likewise none of the structures erected for Highbury Park from the 1920s-80s
have survived.
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1 EXTANT BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
A FORMER HENBURYS ESTATE
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1 Garden Wall
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This wall was built in the early 19th century as part of the enclosure of the
pleasure grounds to mask the view of the service areas. Originally it continued
at right angles with conservatories on that face which have been
demolished. It is of local clamp fired bricks and pointed with fine lime mortar.
The workmanship is better on the inner face than the outer. It has original
sandstone copings and an opening at the eastern end. An additional
opening has been made at a later date.
Condition: The wall is in urgent need of repair particularly the sandstone
copings, many of which have become dislodged.

Figure 44: Map LS1 Buildings & Structures (opposite)
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2 Gate Piers
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A pair of brick gate piers situated on the
Alcester Road boundary may be part of the
original entrance to the Henbury estate, but
would appear to have been superceded by
a new entrance when the boundary wall of
Uffculme was built in c.1891, and the gap
between the piers filled by brickwork.
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3 Highbury
Highbury was built for Joseph Chamberlain in 1878 to the designs of the
Birmingham architect, John Henry Chamberlain, who was not a family
connection. The design was in Venetian gothic style for which this architect
was noted. It was enlarged with a partial third storey in 1888. It ceased to be
a family home in 1915 and passed into institutional use. It is listed Grade11*.
Many additions were made at its eastern end in c. 1919 when buildings were
added for institutional purposes and these formed Chamberlain House. In
1984 a section of Chamberlain House was demolished so that Highbury
became a detached house once again.
Condition: This is outside the scope of this report

C

4 Moor Green Lane entrance Lodge, gate piers and gate
The two storey lodge was built in 1878 at the same time as the house and by
the same architect. A bathroom was added in 1950 and a single storey room
on the SW front in c.2000. The entrance porch has been enclosed. It is listed
Grade 11*. It stands to the southwest of the principle entrance to Highbury
which is through gate piers of brick with carved stone cappings and the
remains of brackets for lanterns. In addition to the main gate to the driveway
to the house there was a smaller gate for pedestrians. The present gates are
of oak and may date to c. 1915 and have contemporary decorative hinges.
The original gates were probably of close boarded wood but were replaced
by ornate cast iron gates in the early 20th century. These were removed when
the Chamberlain family left Highbury.
Condition: The lodge cottage has several areas of rotting woodwork and is in
urgent need of repainting. The stonework of the gate piers is in poor condition
and the gate is in urgent need of repair or replacement, and the ornamental
hinges require remedial work.
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5 Gardener’s Cottage
The cottage was built c. 1879 and was probably designed by J. H.
Chamberlain. It is positioned at the end of the Highbury garden boundary
wall, which forms the outer wall of the cottage. Originally the back drive to
the farm from Queensbridge Road started by the cottage but the drive was
realigned further to the east in c. 1894. The cottage is built of quality brickwork
and has a rubbed brick string course, but has less decorative detailing than
the entrance lodge cottage. It has been reroofed.
Condition: It is generally in good condition but some re-pointing is required.
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6 Farm Bailiff’s Cottage
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The cottage was built on the new line of the
back drive in 1904 by the building firm of
James Bullock and Sons of Alcester Road,
Moseley. It is of brick and in a much plainer
style than the other lodge cottages. The front
door has been replaced and there has been
some alteration to the brickwork of the wall in
the adjoining yard.
Condition: It appears to be generally sound
but is unoccupied and has been sealed up.
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7 Farmyard retaining wall
This wall was built soon after Highbury was landscaped in 1879 and provided
both the retaining wall to the first group of farm buildings for the hobby farm
and a retaining wall for the bank which was made at the head of the farm
yard on order to create level ground. It is built of brick in English bond. Items
from the demolished farm buildings are scattered over the area including
metal window frames as shown in the photograph.
Condition: The wall is generally sound but was once much higher before the
farm buildings were pulled down or fell down.
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8 Gate Pier to farmyard
The gate pier was at the southern entrance to the farmyard where the back
drive from Shutlock Lane entered the yard. It was erected when the farmyard
was extended after the western section of the Henburys land was acquired in
1894. It is of stone plinth blocks with a large carved stone cap.
Condition: It is in pieces lying on the ground. There is no sign of the gate.
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9 Ornamental stone steps
The two flights of stone steps giving access to the semi-circular path on the
garden front of Highbury were designed by Henry Milner and positioned as
specified on his landscape plan of 1879. The steps are square cut with an
inclined stone string on either side and are built of grit stone.
Condition: Excellent, although the eastern set has a conifer growing very near
which will undermine it in the near future.

10 Cascades at western and eastern ends of lake
The rockwork cascades at either end of the lake were constructed as part of
the design of the lake by Henry Milner in 1879, and were intended to add
interest to the lake by the sound of babbling water at its ingress and outflow.
They appear to be of natural rock although it has been suggested that they
are of Pulhamite, an artificial rock. However there is no mention in the
numerous articles on Highbury that Pulhamite was used.
Condition: The rockwork is in need of clearing and repositioning in some cases
and now has little water running over it as the lake needs clearing and
dredging.
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11 Lookout Balustrade and rockwork
The lookout balustrade in the eastern section of the pleasure grounds was
constructed in c.1880 are of grey sandstone on a brick balustrade. The
rockwork below is sandstone. The sloping nature of the pleasure grounds at
Highbury required some banking in order to create level areas, and this
balustrade and rockwork were a more ornamental way of providing it. At the
same time it provided a viewing platform to the pool below and the wider
landscape, with a habitat for rock plants below.
Condition: One side panel has recently been pushed over and the structure is
in urgent need of repair or all the sections will be vandalized. There are no
views from the balustrade as the site is entirely overgrown.
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12 Terracotta balustrade and steps between Italian Garden and Rock garden
The curving balustrade in a series of linked 0s and the central steps were
made in 1900 and formed a decorative boundary and means of access from
the Italian garden and the rock garden. The terracotta bricks were made by
J.King and Co of Stourbridge, but the name of the firm who designed and
erected the structures is not documented. The balustrade is set on two
courses of blue bricks except where the lumps of the irregular blocks of
sandstone for the rock garden have been cut in. Originally a pergola of
terracotta brickwork pillars and oak cross pieces led to the balustrade from
the Italian garden but this has been removed recently, although the positions
of the pillars remain.
Condition: The balustrade has been subject to vandalism for a number of
years and only one section of one side of the curve is still intact. The loosened
pieces of the balustrade were stored for stafe keeping in the former park mess
room but it is understood that these have been disposed of. The treads of the
steps have been replaced by concrete slabs which are out of character.
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13 Brick support to sundial lookout in tea garden
This was made in 1904 when the tea garden was laid out, and it provided a
raised platform which overlooked the park. In the tea garden area it was at
the mid-point from the steps leading down from the pleasure grounds, and
the ramp that gave access to the tea garden itself and is the only surviving
structure. The support is built of Staffordshire semi-engineering bricks with four
buttresses. Originally it had a small decorative metal balustrade but this is not
now in situ, nor is the statuary sundial seat that was on the platform.
Condition: The support is in good condition but a self seeded tree within the
structure threatens its stability.
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14 Garden/boundary Wall
The garden wall which was built in 1879 runs along Yew Tree Road and
continues along Queensbridge Road forming the boundary to the roads on
one side and the kitchen garden on the other. Only the Queensbridge Road
section is still at its original height though sections of this were rebuilt in the
1890s when an extensive range of wall greenhouses were erected by Wright
and Holmes. Some insertions of blue bricks have been made where the red
bricks have been damaged by road salt. The wall is in English bond and has
its original blue brick copings. Brick piers were added using re-used bricks in
the 1950s.

The first part of the wall where it fronted what is
now Chamberlain House along Yew Tree Road
was considerably lowered in the 1950s and
rendered on the side facing the road in c.1980
Condition: The Queensbridge Road section of
the wall is out of alignment and bowing inwards.
The Yew Tree Road section is in poor condition
because of the fairly recent rendering.
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15 Metal pergola for fruit trees
The fruit tree pergola probably dates from the earliest
laying out of the kitchen garden from 1879 onwards.
It is made of wrought iron and extends for 25m. It is
planted with pears and apples in beds edged with
the original blue brick copings. An original pebble
path runs up the centre of the pergola.
Condition: Some of the support bars have come
loose as the connectors have rusted and because
the trained fruit trees have not been pruned for some
time they are too heavy for the arches. This feature
requires urgent attention or it will collapse.
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16 Crucible wall
The crucible wall was constructed when the farm access lane from
Queensbridge Road was re-aligned further east in 1904. The wall served to
shut out the view of Uffculme which had been built fourteen years earlier. It is
constructed of blue brick industrial crucibles and on the lane side is 20 ft high
in a single bank whereas the inner face it has a stepped retaining wall.
Condition: The condition is generally good although much of it is covered in
ivy which could undermine it. At the southern end some of the crucibles have
come loose and can be found scattered about.

C HIGHBURY PARK AND HIGHBURY IN INSTITUTIONAL USE
17 Yew Tree Road Entrance and gates
This entrance which is now the principal entrance to Highbury, was built in
c.1945. When the Highbury grounds became a public park the lodge
entrance was used for the park, and the entrance to Highbury Hospital was
from Yew Tree Road to the right of the stables. By 1937 an entrance for the
staff of the Home for Aged Women, as the hospital had become, was made
with a gate and steps up the embankment that had masked the road. This
was later widened and made into the present vehicular entrance in c.1945.
The cast iron gates are hung on carved stone pillars.
Condition : Good
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18 Caretaker’s House
This was built in the 1960s of red brick and a style typical of the period. It is
slightly masked from Highbury by a planting of conifers.
Condition : Good, although there is a rotten bargeboard. The sitting room
window has been replaced by one in UPVC.
19 Garage for Lord Mayor’s Car
This brick garage was built in 1984 during the refurbishment of Highbury for
civic entertaining and is situated on the section of the Highbury drive that is
included with the house.
Condition: Good
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20 Electricity Sub station enclosure
This 2m high enclosure is built of Brockley bricks and was probably erected in
1951 when Highbury was first used for fêtes.
Condition: Good

21 Alcester Road Entrance
The Alcester Road entrance to Highbury Park is via a driveway with a low wall
with stone copings on either side constructed when the lodge cottage and
the older Henburys entrance was demolished.
Condition: Fair
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DEMOLISHED BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
A FORMER HENBURYS ESTATE
1 The Henburys
The Henburys was built as a residence in the late 17th or early 18th century. It
was extended in 1876 by G.F. Lyndon to a design by Thomas Plevins, a
Birmingham architect and was greatly reduced in size in 1894 and finally
demolished in 1965. Photographs of the portion remaining after 1894 show
that at least part of the house was built of stone and that it was in classical
style with a parapet to conceal the roofline.
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2 Entrance Lodge
A lodge was added to the Alcester Road entrance to the Henburys in the mid
19th century. No photographs of it have yet been located.
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3 Farmhouse and outbuildings
A farmhouse and associated outbuildings were located in the southern part
of the estate near the Alcester Road and most of the complex was
demolished around 1840.
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4 Ornamental glasshouses, stables and other outbuildings
The glass houses near the house comprised a conservatory and two
hothouses and frames by 1826. A Camelia house was added in 1864 together
with further glasshouses. These were demolished in 1894. In 1826 the
outbuildings which had recently been rebuilt, comprised two stables, a coach
house, saddle house, labourers’ room, cow house, piggery and dovecote.
Other farm buildings were added by 1883. Most of these buildings were
demolished in 1894 but a single range of stable buildings was retained. This
was used as the Park office and mess room during the public park period but
has recently been demolished.
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5 Obelisk
An obelisk was erected at the Henburys in the late 18th or early 19th century as
an ‘eye-catcher’ near the highest point of the grounds where there were
views over the Worcestershire country-side towards the Lickey Hills. It was built
with a stone shaft and with a base of stone panels over a brick core. The
obelisk was vandalized the 1960s and was demolished, although the top
section of the shaft remains on the Henburys’ garden wall.
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6 Summerhouse
The long walk in the pleasure grounds of the Henburys terminated with a
circular building, probably a summerhouse. A photograph in the Uffculme
Album of 1908 shows a rustic summerhouse of the type made by the
Birmingham Firm of Samuel Jevons and Co., which may be this building.
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7 Outbuildings
There were several outbuildings for agricultural purposes in different locations
in the western section of the Henburys, all erected after 1840. These
comprised a brick outbuilding which was probably erected in the 1860s near
the back drive of the Henburys by the exit to Shutlock Lane. It was used either
for storing farm implements or as a cart shed. It was demolished between
1939 and 1954. There were also two buildings near the two pools and a further
two buildings to the south near the back drive. The southernmost of the pools
buildings survived into the 1950s but has now disappeared.

B FORMER HIGHBURY ESTATE
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8 Range of glasshouses
The extensive range of the Highbury glasshouses consisted of a conservatory
by Henry Hope and Sons of Birmingham, adjoining the mansion. It had a
marble fountain designed by John Henry Chamberlain. This in turn led to a
fernery and then to a long glasshouse corridor which gave access to a series
of double span glasshouses. There were also two rose houses and numerous
frames. When Highbury was a military hospital the glasshouses were used as
wards, operating theatres and workshops. Many of the houses were
demolished in c. 1920 and the site used for the building of what was later
called Chamberlain House and the Conservatory and fernery were
demolished in 1936 and further extensions to Chamberlain House built on their
sites.
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9 Stables and engine house
These buildings were on the Yew Tree Road boundary and the back of the
buildings formed part of the boundary wall. The stables were built in 1878 and
the engine house in 1888 to supply electricity to the mansion and the
glasshouses. The range was demolished between the 1930s and 1950s.
10 Farm Buildings
The range of farm buildings at Highbury was built from 1879 onwards,
possibley initially of wood and later replaced by brick buildings with slate
roofs. This included a range designed and built in 1900 by James Bullock and
Sons, builders of Alcester Road, Moseley. The farm buildings had been pulled
down or had fallen down by the early 1970s.
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11 Dairy
The Dairy was built for Mary Chamberlain as an ornamental garden building
to mask the view of the farmyard, in 1889 shortly after her marriage. It was
built of wood with a thatched roof and a verandah in front. The inside was
lined with tiles and it had an ornamental terrazo tile floor. By 1939 it was
increasingly vandalized and was burnt down in the early 1970s, although the
floor remains.
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12 Swiss style boathouse
The boathouse was designed by Edward Milner and was of wood. It was built
shortly after the lake was made in 1879. It had gone by the early 1950s.
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13 Circular Summerhouse
The summerhouse of wood and thatch was built in the early 1880s near the
Swiss style boathouse and overlooking the brook that fed the lake. This
building had gone by the early 1950s.
14 Two rustic footbridges
These bridges carried the circuit path to and from an island at the western
end of the lake and were designed by Edward Milner as part of his landscape
plan for Highbury of 1879. The bridges had gone by the early 1950s.
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15 Terracotta Pergola in Italian Garden
The pergola had uprights of terracotta bricks, and cross bars of wood. It was
increasingly vandalized in recent years but was in situ until c.2000.

C HIGHBURY PARK AND HIGHBURY IN INSTITUTIONAL USE
16 Sports Pavilion
This was built in 1926 to provide facilities for the new playing fields at Highbury
Park. It was slightly semicircular and had a thatched roof and the walls were
of elm boards. The design was approved by the Birmingham Civic Society. It
was burnt down in the 1970s.

17 Tennis Pavilion
The tennis pavilion was built by the two tennis courts that were laid out after
the park opened in 1921. The pavilion was rectangular and probably built of
wood though no photographs of it have yet been found. It was demolished in
1996.
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grounds is largely intact also. Of the second phase of Highbury landscaping
the enclosures for the trio of gardens on the Western circuit are intact for two
of them, the Italian and Rock gardens, but not for the Dutch garden. Nor has
the tea garden enclosure survived. The embankment and the eastern
driveway to the farm is intact. Of the Chamberlain’s landscaping in the
western part of the Henburys only the line of the eastern drive and its
continuation to the farm is still present.
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Uffculme 1890-1921
This report covers only that part of the Uffculme estate that became part of
the public park and therefore does not include any of the landscaping in the
vicinity of the mansion. The land incorporated in the park is mainly the eastern
portion of the former Henburys estate although the Henbury meadows to the
north of drive were retained with Uffculme. The Cadburys carried out
relatively little new landscaping at Uffculme after 1894 but what survives of
this is shown in purple, namely the alteration to the drive at the point where it
exits to the Alcester Road, part of a western circuit path from the area
formerly occupied by the Henbury stables, and the extension of the area of
the kitchen gardens north eastwards doubling it in size.
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Highbury Park 1921- present
The changes to the layout of Highbury Park since it became a public park are
relatively few in terms of new paths and drives. However there have been
some sections of new paths near the Moor Green Lane exit near the lake and
a new section of path round the western section of the lake in place of the
path that originally went over the rustic bridges via an island. The line of the
Henburys east-west drive has been altered to run to the new entrance/exit
opposite Dad’s Lane. A car park has been made by this drive recently. Two
areas of land have been leveled for sporting activities, that near the pleasure
grounds being two tennis courts and a bowling green and that near Shutlock
Lane being a cricket pitch.
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Highbury in institutional use 1914-present
New landscaping for Highbury in institutional use had had the greatest impact
around Chamberlain House which itself replaced the footprint of the
conservatories and glasshouses, and some of the service buildings of the
mansion. When this building was completed in 1937 the line of Milner’s terrace
was continued eastwards for a considerable length giving it a visual impact
that was not intended. At the front of the building there have been
alterations to make a new drive and, more recently a new car park in a
substantial section of the kitchen garden which until then had remained
relatively intact. Near Highbury itself a new drive was made to Yew Tree Road
in 1944 and a car park off the original drive in 1984 together with a garage for
the Lord Mayor’s car. In the late 1950s or early 60s a two storey brick house
was built for a caretaker near the entrance front of Highbury.
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18 Drinking Fountains
Two drinking fountains were installed by the 1930s. Both were in the Henburys
section of the park, but have been removed, probably post 1980s.
19 Toilets
Highbury Park had two sets of public toilets, the one in the Henburys section
being built in the 1930s and that in the Highbury section in the early 1950s.
Both have been demolished.
20 Shelter
A six-sided shelter with a deep verandah with seats , of a pattern used in
other of Birmingham’s parks, was built by 1937 but had gone by the 1980s.
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2 PHASES OF THE LAYOUT

IG

This map shows the surviving layouts from the different phases of the Highbury
Park landscaping as it relates to landscaping features such as buildings, pools,
drives and pathways and areas that have been leveled for sporting activities.
Also marked are the boundaries of the listed site, Highbury Park and Highbury
as an institution. Surviving planting is shown on a subsequent map LS4 and
discussed in Section Four.
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The Henburys 18th cent to 1894
The first phase of the Henburys landscaping is coloured yellow and covers the
period up to 1840.This shows what survives of its landscaping as a private
estate from the 18th century until 1840. The line of much of the drive way from
the Alcester Road to the site of the now demolished house and the adjoining
meadows to the south ; the western section of the kitchen garden, now
allotments, the D-end pool and the western boundary of the pleasure
grounds and the northern wall of the pleasure ground are the main features.
Of the second phase of Henbury landscaping from 1840 to 1894, coloured
orange little has survived except the formal lawn by the garden wall and
levelled enclosure for a tennis lawn east of the pleasure grounds, and the
continuation of the drive towards Shutlock Lane of which the western half was
replaced by a new route in the Park period.
Highbury 1879-1914
The laying out of Highbury dates from 1879 until 1914. The surviving features
from this are shown in two phases, the first from 1879 until 1894 shown in brown
and the second phase from 1894 onwards shown in green. The first phase
covered the implementation of Edward Milner’s landscape plan of 1879. It
can be seen that substantially this layout has survived. The three bodies of
water, namely the lake, the western and the eastern pools are still present.
Much of the garden circuit is also intact, commencing with the drive leading
westwards to the lodge where it then continues as the western circuit path
and then heads eastwards to the lake, though its line via bridges is no longer
extant. It then continues on its original line round the lake. The eastern circuit
path is no longer in situ. Some of the path system in the kitchen garden
survives. The terrace in front of the house and the path system in the pleasure
Figure 45: Map LS 2 Phases of the layout (opposite)
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3 BOUNDARIES
The various boundaries are shown on Figure 46 Map L S 3 (opposite).
There is no boundary of one material around Highbury Park, but it has a
variety of boundary treatments ranging through brick walling, close boarded
fencing, estate railing and modern railing, wire netting fencing, hedging and
no boundary at all. This is in part a reflection of the diverse ownership patterns
and the changing of boundaries by private owners and by parks managers.
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1 Northern Boundary of Highbury
This boundary does not form part of the section within the public park but is
the boundary for the part of the site which includes the mansion of Highbury
and Chamberlain House. It is still in the materials that were used when the
boundary was made in 1879 and is of two types – close boarded fencing
which commences at the NW corner of Yew Tree Road up to and beyond the
mansion as far as the point originally occupied by service buildings, and brick
wall beyond that to the NE corner of the site.
A Close boarded fencing and embankment
This boundary was originally formed in 1879 by Joseph Chamberlain when
laying out the northern boundary of the Highbury Estate. The boundary is in
two parts, and consists of close boarded fence with a bank behind it,
providing both a boundary and a physical screen to the carriage drive which
ran parallel to it up to the mansion. The bank is still in situ almost up to the
house but was excavated at its highest point for a vehicular entrance way in
c.1945. The close boarded fencing is a replacement of the original, probably
put in place post 1945. It is in need of repair in some sections. The fence along
the service areas is more recent.

Figure 46 Map L S 3 Boundaries (opposite)
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B Wall
The wall boundary was built in 1879 in a position decided by Joseph
Chamberlain as the landscaper had originally specified a wall where the
fence and embankment now are. However by building the wall to start from
the stables and run eastwards along the boundary of the kitchen garden it
fulfilled a secondary function as a fruit wall and back wall for ranges of
glasshouses.
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The wall boundary has been altered along half its length where it fronts
Chamberlain House and here it has been severely reduced in height to a few
courses, probably in the 1950s. The wall then continues at its full height
eastwards up to and including the gardener’s cottage. Some sections of the
wall were rebuilt in the 1890s when the wall glass houses were erected and
more recently buttresses were made on the inner wall because of the
problem of bowing. The wall is discussed in more detail in the survey of
buildings and structures.
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2 Western Boundary
This long boundary along the western side of Highbury Park has been altered
from the boundary treatment that was in place when the estate was in
private hands. The first section was originally close boarded fencing set on the
top of the bank adjoining the road and was put in place in 1879. It ran from
the north west corner of the estate along Moor Green Lane and continued
southwards along Shutlock Lane to just beyond the lake. It had one exit near
where the road becomes Shutlock Lane, and this would have been gated.
The bank was probably formed naturally as the lane became sunk as Moor
Green Lane is an old route way. The fence has now been removed as it
probably fell down, possibly in the 1980s, and there is currently no boundary
treatment.
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The boundary then continues along what was the western boundary of the
Henburys from the 1850s to 1894, until it became the western boundary of
part of Highbury. What form the Henburys boundary took is undocumented
but it could have been thick hedgerow as these fields were in agricultural use.
After 1894 Joseph Chamberlain probably replaced this with fencing. He
carried out tree planting along the boundary to block the view. The current
boundary is intermittent hawthorne hedge but this does not appear to be of
significant age and may have been planted recently when it became the
boundary of Highbury Park. The section along Dad’s Lane is older hedging,
together with some Chamberlain era trees of C.1894.
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3 SE Boundary
This is the longest single boundary and is of Highbury Park with the railway line.
As a boundary it dates to 1842 when the railway was built, and this would
have necessitated making new boundaries where the line cut through
existing fields and to prevent trespassing on the railway. It can be conjectured
that this new boundary would have been post and rail and hedging. When
Joseph Chamberlain acquired the western part of the Henburys he carried
out tree planting on this part of his boundary to shut out the view of The
Grange building estate and some of this planting remains. The current
boundary is of steel palisade fencing and is of recent origin, its form dictated
by safety factors.
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4 Eastern Boundary at Park Entrance
This was the original entrance to the
Henburys estate on the Alcester Road and
was made in the 18th century or earlier.
Initially it was probably post and rail fencing
and a seven barred gate, but this was
altered in the 1850s when an entrance
lodge was built and the boundary would
have been changed to a wall. It is also
likely that the position of the gate piers was
altered by Richard Cadbury. A photograph
in the Uffulme album of an entrance with a close boarded gate set on brick
piers and adjoining walls may be the old Henburys entrance. However in 1965
this was demolished and replaced by a low wall for pedestrian access only.
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5 Northern Boundary of Park with Uffculme
This is the boundary between the part of the Uffculme estate that was
retained in institutional use and the section that was vested with the Parks
Department in 1921. It runs slightly to the north of the Henburys entrance drive
and consists of railing. This is predominantly recent railing. However in
addition there are sections of older estate railing from when this was part of
the private estate. This was probably put up by Richard Cadbury to enclose
the meadow land from the driveway and allow views over the meadows,
and is of the type used at Uffculme and it appears in a photo of the estate in
1908.
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6 South Eastern and Eastern Boundary with Uffculme
This boundary is predominantly of the modern railing of the type used in the
previous section.
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INTERNAL BOUNDARIES
Internal boundaries which are of interest historically are discussed below:
1 Boundary of Highbury in Institutional use and Highbury Park
This long boundary formed in 1921 was mainly made of estate railing utilizing
the substantial lengths of this which had been used at Highbury when it was a
private estate, namely between the pleasure grounds and the meadows,
between the circuit path and the meadows, and to form divisions within the
meadows. Estate railing had the advantage of forming a secure boundary
but one that allowed views through it to distant prospects. It also could be
taken down and reconfigured fairly easily as had been done by the
Chamberlains when taking in land from the meadows for the Western
gardens in 1900 and the tea garden in 1904.
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2 Estate Railing in Highbury farmyard area
Short sections of a different pattern of estate railing survive in this area with
the uprights being close together to form a denser fence. This was used for
the farmyard boundary and would have prevented small stock such as
poultry from straying out of the yard.
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3 Estate Railing on Western edge of
Henbury Pleasure grounds
This estate railing was probably installed
by the Lyndons and allowed for views
from the pleasure grounds westwards
across the meadows. It is of a similar
pattern as was later used at Highbury
and was set in two courses of bricks. It
probably originally ran from he garden
wall to the boundary of the kitchen
garden but now only survives in the
section near the D end pool.
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4 PLANTING
The Planting is shown on Figure 47 Map LS4 (opposite)
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Introduction
The planting at Highbury Park covers various periods that reflect the
development of the several estates from which it is made up. In the case of
the Henburys there are several trees that survive from the former hedgerows
that divided the fields and which were planted in the eighteenth century or
earlier, together with one intact hedgerow. There is also some ornamental
planting from the pleasure grounds around the site of the house and this
dates mainly from the nineteenth century. The entrance drive has some midlate 19th century planting and the former back drive from the period of
private ownership has more recent ornamental planting from the park period.
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At Highbury the making of a residential estate in the late 19th century on a site
that had been wholly in agricultural use until then necessitated much
ornamental planting together with the retention of existing hedgerow trees
when the boundary hedges were grubbed up. This gave a feeling of maturity
to a newly laid out estate. The range of plants grown was very wide and as
well as deciduous and evergreen trees and shrubs, included herbaceous
material and bulbs. These latter have not survived. Nor has the wide range of
exotic species that were cultivated as the range of glasshouses were in 1920
and 1936.
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The extensive use of conifers requires some comment. Although one
horticultural writer during the Chamberlain period commented that they did
not do well at Highbury because of the shallow soil, they were extensively
planted. There were several reasons for this. One they might be used to block
out a view, secondly they provided colour in winter, and thirdly many could
withstand smoke. The fires for the household and the numerous boilers to heat
the extensive range of hothouses would have produced significant quantities
of smoke. In addition they were a fashionable choice since the range
available had widened with the numerous introductions from the Western
United States from the 1840s onwards.
The planting at Highbury Park will be examined in more detail in twelve
character areas based on their historical development, and will discuss
planting that dates from the agricultural period, followed by ornamental
planting during the period of private ownership and concluding with planting
that dates from institutional or public park use, together with self seeding that
has occurred during this time.

Figure 47 Map LS4 Planting (opposite)
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PHASE A HENBURYS ESTATE C. MID 18TH CENTURY-1894
1 AGRICULTURAL:
A1i Old hedgerow there by 1840 and probably of 18th century origin or earlier.
This includes a field maple and a pollarded ash. The ash would have provided
wood for general agricultural purposes such as gates and wagons.
AI ii Belt of trees established before 1840.
A1iii Old hedgeline. Single trees of oak and an ash which is at least two
hundred years old . The hedgerow was removed by Chamberlains after
acquiring the Henburys in 1894 leaving the largest trees to give a park-like
character.
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A1iv Old hedgelines. This includes two types of oak, the English and Sessile.

2 ORNAMENTAL
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A2i Belt of Rhododendrons, some are Rhododendron ponticum but some are
species rhododendrons, together with hollies planted c 1880s
A2ii Ornamental conifers including golden yews, Scot’s Pine, Deodar Cedar,
variegated holly, planted c. 1880s
A2iii Yews and hollies remnants of the clipped shrubs near the house , mid 19th
century and a recent self seeded ash
A2iv Line of hollies from former holly hedge once enclosing the area of the
pleasure grounds near the Obelisk, probably planted c. 1850s
A2 v Plane trees round tennis court, planted 1870s
A2 vi Entrance avenue trees Horse Chestnuts and Beeches survive from the
planting along the private drive to The Henburys and probably date from the
second half of the 19th century.
A2 vii Planting along allotment boundary includes Holm oak, limes and hybrid
black poplars
A2viii Group of Pines
This small grove of Scot’s Pines and Austrian Pines was probably planted by
Lyndon in the 1860s after the drive was extended westwards
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PHASE B FORMER HIGHBURY ESTATE 1879-1906
1 Framework planting 1879-1889
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B1i Yew Tree Lane Boundary Planting and Driveway:
This area has no pre-Chamberlain trees but has much surviving planting of
deciduous and evergreen species from the time when the Yew Tree Road
boundary planting was carried out by Chamberlain in 1879 together with
some planting on the southern side of the drive from the same period. The
road side planting was on a raised mound to obscure the view to and from
the road. It includes the following species dating from the original planting on
the road side of the mound :- Beech, Hodgins Holly, lime, Copper Beech, and
Yew and whilst there are specimens of Hedgehog Holly, Deodar Cedar, Thuja
plicata, Pinus Wallichiana, on the drive side of the mound. However there is
much self sown sycamore throughout the area dating from the last thirty
years. The southern side of drive has a multi-stemmed sycamore that may be
from the Chamberlain period and a Turkey Oak. Near the lodge there is a
bed edged with rockwork planted with rhododendrons and Magnolia
grandiflora that dates from the Chamberlain period. Opposite this there is
some box edging probably contemporary with it.
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B1ii Moor Green Lane Boundary Planting and western circuit path
The Moor Green Lane boundary was planted to hide the line of the close
boarded fence that ran along the boundary southwards from the lodge. It
was planted by Chamberlain with a mixture of deciduous and coniferous
trees. The small existing plantation would have been retained but it is not
known what species this comprised. Running south starting at the lodge the
trees include Black Poplar, Austrian Pine (Pinus nigra), Downy Lime, Black
Poplar, Sweet Chestnut and Austrian Pine. The map evidence would suggest
that initially the conifers dominated the planting but many have been felled.
The herbaceous planting between the boundary and either side of the circuit
path has not survived.
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B1iii Western Pleasure Grounds
Near the entrance to the mansion there is a surviving Cedrus lebani from the
Chamberlain period. The pleasure grounds to the south of the mansion have
many surviving trees and shrubs from the Chamberlain period. This includes
the formal planting in front of the mansion as designed by Edward Milner,
which has survived virtually intact from when it was first planted in 1879-80.
There are also some former hedgerow trees which were retained when the
pleasure grounds were laid out, though it is evident from surviving
contemporary photographs that more were once evident but have been
felled when they became unsafe.

The formal planting consisted of alternating golden yews and golden hollies
(Ilex x aureomarginata). The seven golden yews were clipped as wide cones
whilst the six golden hollies were clipped as balls. One of the hollies must have
failed some years ago and was replaced by the inappropriate holly
Handsworth New Silver. There are also two clipped golden yews in the lawn
immediately in front of the mansion. Inside the semicircle the six circular ‘beds
for flowers’ have not survived but the small shrub borders by the steps which
were originally heart shaped are planted with rhododendrons, possibly the
original shrubs. The scheme continues with an outer ring of trees planted soon
after the pleasure grounds were enclosed with estate railings in 1879 and
starting from the west are Tilia x europaea, Hodgins holly (Ilex x altaclarens
Hodgissi), Acer pseudoplatinus variegata, cut-leaved beech. There is also an
ornamental prunus of advanced age which might conceivably date from the
Chamberlain period as contemporary photographs show that cherries were
frequently planted. Continuing anticlockwise there is a cut leaved Beech,
yew, horse chestnut, Deodar Cedar, a blue Spruce (? Colorado) an oak on a
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mound which is a retained hedgerow tree and is over two hundred years of
age, two Holm Oaks, a Quercus borealis that is multi-stemmed, Cedar of
Lebanon, Hodgins Hollies and a further Quercus borealis.
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B1iv Eastern pleasure grounds
This contains many trees from the framework Chamberlain period but has
been much less well maintained than the western pleasure grounds and has
much more self seeding. Large groups of rhododendrons survive but these
could only be identified when flowering in May. The commoner sorts of
Rhododendrons were planted initially in beds set in lawns to the east of the
lookout and rarer kinds in the second phase of planting but it is problematic
whether any of these have survived, the rhododendrons that are there are
likely to be Rhododendron ponticum from the rootstock onto which the
species rhododendrons were grafted. Other species present in great
quantities is cherry laurel (Prunus laurocerasus) used by Chamberlain initially
for quick effect but which has now become very invasive, as for example
throughout the rockwork below the lookout.
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Among the surviving framework trees are Yews, Holm oak, Copper Beech,
Deodar Cedar, Acer pseudoplatinus varigata, Western Hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla ) and several Chamaecyparis lawsoniana. These latter are
planted along an embankment above the top pond. The planting around
the pond is very overgrown with huge cherry laurels but the island in the pond
has a bamboo Pseudosasa japonica which may be the original planting and
a field maple nearby may be a retained field tree. There are also two Largeleaved limes (Tilia platyphyllos) probably planted by Chamberlain. On the far
eastern edge of this area half the hedging yews that enclosed the
Elizabethan rose garden and were planted in 1879 are still in situ but this area
is invaded by much more recent Japanese knotweed. Below this area on the
banking above the leveled area for the farm buildings are several Hodgins
hollies from the framework planting.
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B1v Oak Tree Pond
A retained field tree -an oak- at the western edge of the pool provided the
name for the pond. The oak has recently been severely cut back and
appears to have several rotten branches. In the pond there is yellow flag,
possibly a survivor of the irises originally planted in this pond. The surrounding
dense planting is self sown sycamores and laurels.
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B1vi Lake area
The southern margins of the lake and the western and eastern ends have a
limited amount of original framework planting. The southern margins were
initially planted with groups of rhododendrons and there were several
weeping willows on the islands and at the margins. The rhododendrons have
probably reverted to Rhododendron ponticum. The rhododendrons were
interplanted with hollies, yews and alders that do survive and much more
recent self-seeded grey poplars. The weeping willows now there are recent
plantings, none of the originals having survived. At the eastern end of the
pool above the cascade there is a planting of a bamboo – Pseudosasa
japonica probably from the initial planting. The western end has a Copper
Beech from Chamberlain planting and two beeches near the stream which
are retained field trees. The northern side of the lake has two trees that have
survived from the original planting, a sugar maple and a weeping ash. The
latter is not a large tree as it is in the shade of a Copper Beech but a
photograph from 1903 shows a weeping ash in this position.

B1vii Kitchen garden
The only surviving Chamberlain planting in the kitchen garden is that on the
fruit pergola which was planted with apples and pears and there are some
wall fruit trees which may also be from this period. The varieties have not been
identified. Several apple trees survive at the eastern end of the kitchen
garden and may have been planted in the 1940s.
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B1viii Trees in the Meadowland
The trees in the meadowland are of two types. The first were retained trees
from the grubbing up of the hedgerow boundaries which was carried out in
1879 when the landscaping of Highbury began. Large numbers of these trees
were retained, probably more than Milner had recommended on his
landscape plan should be kept. They were both oak and ash71 although only
the oaks now survive. The retained trees were more numerous in the southern
portion of the meadows to give a feeling of maturity when viewed from the
house.
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The second type of trees were new plantings of which the predominant one
was B1ix central beech copse. This was initially interplanted with conifers but
none of these survive. There are also has some horse chestnuts and a
sycamore from the original planting. To protect the new trees from browsing
cattle the stand was originally surrounded by estate fencing. To the north east
of the pond there was another small plantation similarly surrounded by railings
in its early stages. A rare beech, Northofagus antartica was added to the
north of the Beech Copse in 1995 when the copse was renamed the
Northagus and Beech Copse as part of the Highbury Arboretum.
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2 Second Phase of Highbury Planting c.1890-1906
The second phase of Highbury planting covers the small gardens laid out in
this period, that were made by taking in areas of former meadow. Of these
the original planting does not survive for the Tea Garden and the Dutch
Garden but it does to varying extents in the Italian Garden, Rock Garden and
Flowering Shrub Garden. Additional ornamental planting was made to the
western circuit path which survives in part. Some planting also survives that
the Chamberlains carried out in the western portion of the former Henburys
estate.
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B2i Italian Garden
The principal surviving planting is the beech hedging of c.1899 used to
enclose the Italian Garden. The northern entrance has two sentinel beech
trees which are probably the result of these trees either side of the Italian gate
being allowed to grow freely when the gate was removed in 1915. None of
the ornamental planting within the garden has survived it having been
replanted with herbaceous material several times at different dates. There are
also two oaks which were retained hedgerow trees from the initial laying out
when they were within the meadows, but were subsequently enclosed within
the Italian Garden and had seats built around them.
There is additional parks period planting of an inappropriate Cedrus atlantica
glauca near the oaks probably planted 40 years ago and a Handkerchief
Tree (Davidia involucrata) in the fountain basin planted after 1990.

Frances Low in ‘Mr Chamberlain’s Garden’ in March 1897, described the meadows
as being ‘dotted with fine Turkey oaks and tall ashes’ unnamed periodical JC4/12/7 in
Chamberlain Collection, Birmingham University Library.
71
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B2ii Rock Garden
The beech hedging that encloses this garden is a continuation of that
planted to enclose the Italian Garden and is of the same date of c. 1899. The
planting within the rock garden is now very mature but it is possible that some
of the shrubs have survived from the Chamberlain planting. These include
several Japanese rhododendrons, a berberis, a Pieris japonica, a Juniperis
squamata var ‘Glauca’ and two specimens of Cryptomeria japonica
‘Elegans’. This was introduced by Thomas Lobb in 1854. There are also two
Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Filifera Aurea’. This shrub was in cultivation in 1889
and it is just possible that Chamberlain with good contacts in the nursery
trade could have obtained this. There is also a Chamaecyparis pisifera by the
bottom entrance to the Rock garden. This was introduced by Robert Fortune
from Japan in 1861.
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Also in the rock garden there are two Japanese maples, namely Acer
japonica ‘Aconitifolia’ in cultivation by 1888 and Acer palmatum
atropurpureum which was in cultivation by 1857.
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It can be seen from the foregoing that there was a distinct Japanese theme
in the choice of shrubs for the rock garden. This was not alluded to in the
gardening press when describing the planting, and there are no surviving
planting lists. The photographs of the rock garden in the Chamberlain period
are no later than 1903 when the planting was still very immature so it is hard to
verify whether these are Chamberlain’s planting or whether they were part of
the Parks period planting. The rock garden was one of the areas that was well
maintained up to recent years.
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In the southern most area of the rock garden are two rare ashes set in grass.
These are the Single Leaved Ash Fraxinus excelsis diversifolia and the Narrow
Leaved Ash. These were planted in 1992 as part of the Highbury Park
Arboretum.
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B2iii Flowering Tree and Shrub Garden and Lime Walk
This area which was separated from the meadow in 1902 was bounded on
the east by a newly planted avenue of hybrid limes (Tillia x europaea) using
nine each side which are still in situ. This was underplanted with bulbs in great
quantities. It is still an area of bulbs but whether any are survivors from the
Chamberlain planting is doubtful. What survives from the specialist planting in
the tree and shrub garden to the west is more problematical. Among the
trees and shrubs which could be from the Chamberlain planting are
Stewartia pseudocamellia, Persian Ironwood (Parrotia persica), beds of
bamboo and the following trees – Blue Spruce, a Deodar Cedar and Sweet
Chestnut. Planting continued in this area in the Parks period and there are
recent plantings of beds of cherries and azaleas and a specimen tree of
Gingko biloba and a weeping beech as part of the additional planting for
the Highbury Arboretum of 1992-4.
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B2iv Further planting on western circuit path
Further planting took place c.1890 in a band commencing to the west of the
Italian garden and running southwards on the outer edge of the circuit path.
This consisted of a planting of a long line of alternating golden yew and
Lawson’s cypress. The contrast of the yellow and dark green foliage must
have been eye-catching. This survives intermittently to the west of the Italian
and rock gardens but is largely intact beyond them except in one place
where a path was cut through it in the parks period.
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At the south eastern end of this planting there is a group of Sweet chestnuts
underplanted with holly which probably predate the conifer planting and are
from the framework planting.
B2v Fruit trees in orchard
A few fruit trees have survived from the orchard laid out below the farmyard
in the 1890s. The varieties have not been identified
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B2 vi Further tree planting in meadow after 1888 including two variegated
sycamores, beech and horse chestnut, There are also some sycamores many
of which are recent self-seeding.
B2vii Line of Horse Chestnuts
This line of Horse Chestnuts was planted by Chamberlain on one side of the
Henbury circuit path soon after its construction in c. 1894.
B2viii Group of trees planted by Chamberlain c.1894 near the new Henbury
path consisting of hybrid limes, oak and a ?poplar
B2ix Boundary planting by Shutlock Lane put in by Chamberlain after 1894
mainly consisting of hybrid Black Poplar
B2x Boundary planting along railway line
This long plantation adjoining the railway line was planted by Chamberlain
soon after acquiring the Western Henbury land in 1894, in order to mask the
views into and out of the Highbury estate, particularly of the Grange Estate
beyond the railway. All the planting was of deciduous trees. In the eastern-
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most section Chamberlain’s planting supplemented some trees planted by
the Lyndons prior to 1884. The trees include Sycamore, oak, ash and false
acacia.
PHASE C PARKS PERIOD AND HIGHBURY IN INSTITUTIONAL USE 1921-PRESENT
The major impact of the Parks planting is in Areas CIv-CIx which is the planting
carried out for the Highbury Arboretum in 1992-5 to celebrate forty years of
the accession of the Queen, donated by the Townswomen’s Guild. Prior to
this the meadow was relatively open except for some planting in the NE
corner within the boundary of Highbury as an institution. From the historic
landscape perspective the arboretum planting is inappropriate.
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C1i Planting by Highbury and caretaker’s house together with a group of
conifers by the caretaker’s house probably planted when it was built in the
1960s and are variously Lawson’s Cypress, three Chamaecyparis pisifera and
Thuja plicata. The beds on the entrance front of the house have no surviving
planting of climbers or shrubs from the Chamberlain period, but have shrub
planting dating to the 1984 refurbishment that has no reference to the former
historical planting.
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C1ii Planting near site of conservatory dates to 1986 when the gap between
Highbury and Chamberlain House was made and a paved sitting out area
made. The planting is rhododendrons, including ‘Blue Tit’ and ‘Pink Pearl’, a
holly, Garrya elliptica, a magnolia and Camellia x williamsii ‘Brigadoon’72 and
similar planting extends along the fence line dividing the two properties.
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C1iii Planting in former N E section of meadow, part of area within Highbury as
an institution is mostly self-seeded trees especially sycamores
C1iv Further Planting in NE section of former meadow, part of Highbury as an
institution includes silver birch grove from the Queen’s Jubilee planting and
miscellaneous yew and holly

C

C1v Australian bed includes the Snow gum (Eucalyptus niphophila), and
Eucryphia x nymansensis ‘Nymansay’
C1vi Magnolias and brooms from the Queen’s Jubilee planting
C1vii Autumn and winter flowering shrubs including Hamamelis mollis ‘Pallida’
and Betula ‘Fetisowii’, within this there is an older grove of trees, possibly ashes
from Chamberlain tree planting

72

Ex inform Landscape Practice Group
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C1viii Redwood Avenue planted 1993 and leads northwards from the Pinetum

C1ix Pinetum planted in 1993 consists of 34 single specimens of a wide range
of conifers, many of them recent cultivars

R

C1x Large leaved Trees including Catalpa bignoides aurea, Genista aetenis,
Populus lasicarpa
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C1xi Planting of Silver birch , larch, Scot’s Pine, Weeping willow, possibly
planted 1970s in an area of poor drainage.
CIxii Rose beds in lawn originally one large bed made c.1921 and
reconfigured as rose beds in 1960s.

C

C1xiii Planting around former pools includes Black Pine, American Red Oak,
cherries, Lombardy Poplars, ash, hazel some of which was put in since the
1960s and now form a dense group.
CI xiv Line of Lombardy Poplars near the Uffculme boundary. These have
been pollarded and may date to the period when the park was first opened
in 1921 and were planted to cut out the view of Uffculme.
CIxv Planting around former park office of fruit trees and larches.
C1xvi Group of Parks period shrubs and trees including holly, spotted laurel,
Goat willow (Salix caprea )
CIxvii Planting along new line of drive cherries, Swedish Whitebeam (Sorbus
intermedia) and a field maple.
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PART THREE RECOMMENDATIONS
1 SHORT TERM
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A There is an identified need to introduce new play facilities into Highbury
Park, and Birmingham City Council have secured an S106 contribution for this.
Highbury Park lends itself to a more ‘naturalised’approach to play area
design. The provision of a new play area within the registered site should
incorporate natural features which enable children whose access to the
outdoors is often severely restricted, to encounter the effects of weather, the
changing seasons, and cycle of growth and decay that would not be
available from a wholly manufactured environment. This does not preclude
the use of fixed manufactured equipment but combined with the imaginative
use of natural elements Highbury has the potential to create a pleasant
flexible and ever-changing space suitable for a variety of play experiences.
Three possible sites have been identified:
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1. Site 1 within the Park in a triangle of land formerly the site of the Henbury
stables and outbuildings and subsequently Parks storage and Mess facilities.
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2. Site 2 site of the former bowling green near the Henburys
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3. Site 3 near the Alcester Road South entrance to the Park to the south of the
drive.

C

Consideration of Site 1
This site is in the western portion of the former Henburys estate. Several
changes have been carried out to this area since Richard Cadbury acquired
the Henburys in 1894 when he demolished the major portion of the stables
and outbuildings which dated from probably the late 18th century to the
1860s, leaving only a part of the stable range. In 1921 when Highbury Park was
formed this was used as a Park Office and mess room but has recently been
demolished. Considerable areas of the western portion of the Henburys
estate donated to the Park by the Birmingham Civic Society in 1923 was
planned to be laid out as fields and this was done with land being levelled
for plating fields, cricket pitches and tennis courts and a bowling green.
The site is level and has good access for the general public from the system of
footpaths in an area that has no vehicular access. It is also within easy
distance of the car park. It has no planting of historic significance being a
mixed open grassed area and regenerated woodland. It is situated away
away from neighbouring houses so will not disturb local residents, but may be
vulnerable to anti-social behaviour.
This new usage as a play area would therefore fit with the character of the
landscape as was developed from 1923 onwards for Highbury Park.
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Consideration of Site 2
This area was meadowland for the Henburys estate as well as when it was
part of Highbury. It was developed for public sports facilities, probably a
bowling green in the 1920s and remained in such use until recently.
It is flat and affords views across the park. Its new use would require the
removal of the hedging and it might be subject to antisocial behaviour.
However, the site had been earmarked for re-instatement as bowling greens
and tennis courts. It is also in close proximity to the car park.
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Consideration of Site 3
This site is in the section of the Henburys estate which was landscaped in the
18th century. It was laid out as a large area of open meadow land to the
south of the drive way to the Henburys house, and this continued up to the
pleasure grounds of the house. Originally there was meadow land to the
north of the drive also but that land was retained with Uffculme in 1921 when
part of the former Henburys estate was vested with the Council for use as a
public park. Also during the period of Cadbury ownership the Kitchen garden
was extended north eastwards in the area of the meadowland. However the
substantial portion of the meadowland remains, and any new landscaping
for play provision would have a detrimental effect on the meadow land and
would intrude seriously on the historic landscape character of this area.
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Play provision here would also require leveling of the area which is undulating
land at present. There is no parking nearby and the road is noisy and
although a crossing is provided there is a risk to children wishing to access the
site.

C

Recommendation
Site 1 offers the most suitable location for a play area. It is well within the site,
away from public roads, but near to the car park. From the point of view of
this site’s landscaping history it would not pose a threat to any surviving
landscape features.

B Queensbridge Road Goals Project
The feasibility study for the Queensbridge Road Goals Project has examined
the possibility of games facilities on the Queensbridge Road Depot site to the
north of Highbury Park to provide 12 5-aside football pitches, together with
Gaelic football, cricket and tennis/multi-use games courts. These are set out in
four options. Option 1 confines all these facilities on the Queensbridge Road
Depot site. However Options 2-4 proposed siting some of the facilities on the
Henbury Playing fields. These are in the western section of Highbury Park.
Option 2 proposes siting a Gaelic football pitch and 7-aside football pitch on
the Henbury Playing Field
Option 3 proposes siting a multi-use games court with tennis courts and
cricket in the former Henbury Playing Fields, together with the relocated
depot office
Option 4 proposes siting a multi-use games pitch with tennis and a cricket
pitch.
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Of these options those numbered 3 to 4 would have courts that would be
hard landscaping, and option 3 also includes building a new depot. These
would have a considerable impact on the landscape character of the
western section of Highbury Park where the sports facilities, first laid out in 1923
were on grass surfaces and have continued in this mode to the present day.
Option 2 would have relatively little impact on the landscaping of Highbury
Park.
However the whole issue of upgrading the games facilities at Highbury Park
should be considered as a long term aim with due consideration given as to
what facilities will be reintroduced into the park according to popular
demand.
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Recommendation
As a short term aim Option 2 of the Queensbridge Road Goals Feasibility study
would have minimal impact on the landscaping of Highbury Park.
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D LONG TERM PLAN
Highbury has been identified as a priority site for an application to the
Heritage Lottery Fund for major funding for the restoration of the house and
park.
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
• Protection must be given to the archaeological remains in Highbury
Park ensuring that they are not damaged by future landscape
improvements or alterations.
• Further reports should be commissioned to give additional information
on the site. These would include a Hydrological Report, Tree Survey
and Ecological Report.

Figure 48 Map of Character Areas of listed site (opposite)
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
The listed site has been divided into character areas as shown on figure 48
and within these their history, condition and outline recommendations are
given.
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A Henburys
1 Henburys: eastern section
History
The eastern section of the former Henburys estate was laid out in the
eighteenth century, or earlier and it included the house for the Henburys
estate situated in the west of this area. This was reached by a drive leading
from the Alcester Road which passed through meadowland to the north and
south of it. The house had stables and ancilliary buildings and glasshouses to
the north of it and was set in pleasure grounds to the west, east and south.
The pleasure grounds included a D-end pool by 1840 and a series of winding
walks round beds set in lawn. These extended eastwards into a tongue of
land taken from the pleasure grounds, probably laid out in the 1820s. Near the
eastern end of this area there was a stone obelisk at what was the highest
point of the estate, and which probably dated from the late 18th century. To
the south of the pleasure grounds there was a rectangular kitchen garden. In
1838 the Henburys had been truncated by the line of the Birmingham to
Gloucester Railway which left some of its farmland, the orchard and the farm
house and farm buildings isolated from the rest of the estate. This land was
sold to the railway company and new farm buildings erected in the area of
the existing stables.
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In the period post 1850 the western boundary of the pleasure grounds was
changed to estate railing to give a view to the newly acquired western
section of the Henburys and there was much planting of rhododendrons, and
the extension of the pleasure gardens was enclosed by a holly hedge. A grass
tennis court made in the 1870s. A lodge entrance was built at the Alcester
Road entrance, probably in the 1850s.. When the Henburys changed hands in
c.1892 this section of the Henburys was added to the Uffulme estate to the
north of it and most of the outbuildings to the north of the house and the
glasshouses were demolished together with a substantial portion of the house.
In c. 1910 the area of the kitchen garden was extended as far as the lodge.
The Uffculme estate was given by Barrow and Geraldine Cadbury to the City
of Birmingham in 1918 and in 1921 the eastern portion of the Henburys were
opened as a public park. Allotments were laid out in the kitchen gardens in
1922. A Rose Garden was made in the rectangular lawn by the garden wall
shortly after the park opened. The drive and paths were tarmaced possibly in
the 1930s to replace the original pebbled surfaces. The lodge was demolished
in the 1970s after the entrance had been rebuilt in 1965. The Henburys was
demolished in 1965 and the obelisk was taken down in 1957.
Condition
The garden wall is in very poor condition. Many self-seeded trees have
established themselves on site of house. Aminimal amount of avenue trees
survive. The shrub planting is generally very overgrown both near the pond
and along the allotment boundary. The pond is very silted up. The estate
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railings have been seriously damaged by unchecked growth of shrubs. The
path surface near the house is of damaged tarmac and original pebble
surface
Recommendations
• Repair garden wall
• Restore D-end pool, and remove planting around it, reinstate estate
railings
• Clear self seeded trees and shrubs
• Restore drive and path surface to pebble/gravel surface
• New planting along entrance driveway of beeches and horse
chestnuts
• Remove self seeded laurels in planting along allotment boundary and
plant with selected trees and shrubs
• Interpretation panels for site of house and conservatories and stables
• Install play area on site of former stables (see Above Short term
Recommendations)
2 Henburys: western section
History
This area was in agricultural use until it became part of the park in 1923. The
major part of it was within the boundaries of the Henburys since at least the
early 18th century and consisted of hedged fields, mostly in pasture. Several
fields in the western and southwestern part of it were added to the Henburys
after 1850 bringing its boundary up to Shutlock Lane, and the drive which
had terminated at the stables was extended to run to Shutlock Lane. Joseph
Chamberlain acquired this portion of the Henburys on a lease from Richard
Cadbury in 1894 soon after Cadbury had purchased the whole estate from G.
F. Lyndon. Chamberlain installed a circuit path leading from the existing one
at Highbury, and going round two pools that were part of the landscaping by
1840. He re routed the drive to lead to the Highbury Farm. Some field
boundaries were removed, but not the hedgerow trees, to give a park-like
character, and masking planting on the boundaries carried out. When the
land was donated by the Civic Society in 1923 several areas were levelled
and laid out for recreational use as playing fields, cricket pitch and tennis
lawns and bowling green and the Chamberlain circuit path was removed.
Facilities such as pavilions, shelters, drinking fountains and toilets were installed
but have now been demolished. The line of the drive was altered to run
further south to a new park entrance on the junction of Shutlock Lane and
Dad’s Lane by 1934.
Condition
The area is generally in good condition although some areas of planting,
particularly in the area formerly two pools have greatly increased since the
1950s. There is space for dog walking and nature and ecological studies.
However the recreational facilities are not in use and the area has no
amenities in the form of pavilions or toilets although there is a car park. A
section of the playing fields are used as overflow car parking for the King’s
Heath Flower Show.
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Recommendations
• Refer to Sports Service for guidance on the furutre use and nature of
the Sports facilities. Commission report on the future use and nature of
the sports facilities
• Clear planting in two pools area, re-establish pools and install paths
• Establish nature trails in boundary planting and along old hedge lines
• Install amenities such as toilets, shelters, changing rooms etc
B Highbury
Introduction
The mansion of Highbury and substantial portions of its grounds have been in
divided management since 1921. There is officially no public access for park
visitors to the mansion and the grounds that are attached to it which include
the major section of the drive, part of the meadow land, the pleasure
grounds and the productive areas. Any restoration plan would first have to
address the issue of the entire grounds of Highbury being under one
management in order that the internal boundaries between different areas of
the estate could be restored to their positions prior to 1921. Only then could
the restoration of the individual character areas proceed. Equally important is
the future use of Highbury itself and of Chamberlain House which are in
separate Council management. Whilst it has been proposed that Highbury
might either develop an additional educational use in conjunction with its
present role as a venue for civic and commercial functions, it has also been
proposed that it is developed for community use.
Chamberlain House may become redundant and could be demolished,
leaving this large area formerly occupied by service buildings and
glasshouses vulnerable for redevelopment for new building. This would
seriously affect any restoration of the grounds of Highbury to its pre-1921 state,
although it could generate a dowry for the Highbury Trustees.
3 Highbury: lodge entrance, driveway to mansion
History
This area was laid out to the designs of the landscape architect, Edward
Milner, for Joseph Chamberlain in 1879 on what had previously been
agricultural land. The lodge entrance, with a lodge cottage designed by J.H.
Chamberlain the architect of the mansion, was on Moor Green Lane from
where the drive ran eastwards to the house, parallel to Yew Tree Road, but
masked from it by an earth embankment and tree planting. The drive
terminated in a turning circle by the entrance front. There was an edging of
lawn on either side of the drive. When land was leased for a public park in
1921 the lodge entrance and a short section of the drive became part of the
park, the remainder of the drive continuing to be part of the grounds of
Highbury in institutional use. The line of the estate railings separating the drive
from the meadows remained in situ until the 1950s but have been removed to
form the park boundary. A caretaker’s house was built in the late 1950’s/early
60’s opposite the entrance front to Highbury. A car park was laid out and a
garage built for the Lord Mayor’s car by the driveway in 1984.
Condition
The drive way is blocked beyond the boundary line between the park and
Highbury with piles of branches and grass cuttings. The planting along the
drive way is very overgrown and has encroached over the areas that were
formerly lawned. Much self seeding of trees has taken place either side of the
driveway. The area is no longer delineated by estate railings.
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Recommendations
• Clear self seeded planting along north boundary, thin trees and restore
lawn edge
• Restore line of driveway and turning circle and resurface with
pebble/gravel surface
• Re-install estate fencing on original line
• Demolish caretaker’s house and remove planting associated with it
• Replace fencing along northern boundary
• Demolish Lord Mayor’s garage and remove car park
4 Highbury: pleasure grounds
History
The pleasure grounds were laid out in 1879 to the design of Edward Milner. This
commenced with a formal layout on the garden front of the house from
where a series of paths enclosing beds led down the sloping site. A look-out
was added in the mid 1880s together with a rockery overlooking a pool with
an island. On the eastern boundary a formal enclosure hedged with yews
was planted with roses. The pleasure grounds were extended southwards to
make a double tennis lawn and an ornamental thatched dairy was added at
the eastern end in 1889. A further extension was made in 1904 for a tea
garden. The far boundary was moved further east in 1904 and a high
embankment built to provide a barrier from the neighbouring estate. In 1915
Highbury passed into institutional use and by 1934 a tennis court had been
laid out in the eastern half of the Elizabethan rose garden and the terrace
extended along the front of the buildings that replaced the glasshouses. The
estate railings that formed the 1904 boundary of the pleasure grounds were
removed in the 1950s to a different position to form the park boundary. The
dairy was burnt down in the 1960s. Since 1984 the grounds have been divided
between two Council Departments.
Condition
The western pleasure grounds are reasonably well maintained. The eastern
pleasure grounds are very overgrown with much self seeding and weed
infestation and some paths have disappeared.
Recommendations
• Reinstate 1904 estate railing boundary
• Restore lookout
• Restore pond
• Restore shrub planting
• Thin out trees and remove self seeding
• Re-lay lawns in eastern pleasure grounds
• Re-establish views over meadows
• Re-establish missing paths
• Reinstate tea garden
• Re-instate Elizabethan rose garden
5 Highbury: western boundary, circuit path and specialist gardens
History
The western boundary on Moor Green Lane and the circuit path were laid out
in accordance with Edward Milner’s landscape plan of 1879. This also
included the creation of a pool, made in an old clay pit, which acquired the
name of Oak Tree Pool and was a favourite spot of Joseph Chamberlain’s
where he could observe the pool from a seat built round the tree. A sunk fern
garden was also mentioned in the gardening press in 1884 as being near the
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circuit path. However in the second phase of landscaping that area was
altered in c.1901 to form a new rock garden, laid out by Pulham and Sons to
a design that was claimed to have been drawn up by Joseph Chamberlain
himself. To the north of this was another specialist garden, the Italian garden,
made between 1900 and 1908, and both were enclosed by a beech hedge.
The Italian garden had a sunk lawn and beds for perennials and was
ornamented with containers. It was entered by a wrought iron gate, said to
have been brought back from Italy by Joseph and Mary Chamberlain. In the
centre there was a fountain and the boundary with the rock garden was
marked by a pergola and terracotta balustrade and central steps leading
down to the rock garden. The third garden, the Dutch garden, lay to the east
of the Italian garden and was contemporary with the other small gardens,
and had three geometric beds devoted to bulbs. It was bounded by a holly
hedge from the meadows.
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The three gardens were relatively well maintained in the early years of the
public park but their statuary had been removed when the Chamberlains left
Highbury in 1914. The Italian garden was used for growing vegetables during
the Second war and the Dutch garden likewise became a vegetable patch
and after the War had greenhouses and frames for raising plants. These have
been removed and the area has reverted to meadowland.
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A fourth garden was created as a new shrub garden at the same time as the
three just described. This was made in the area where the Western circuit
path started near the lodge, and the meadowland up to the branch of the
path that led from the drive. This path was planted with a lime avenue. The
area was transected by mown grass paths.
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Condition
The Dutch garden is no longer in situ but some of the tiles from its path system
have been re-laid as a central path in the Italian Garden. The Italian garden
no longer has a sunk lawn or its original bed layout. In recent years the
pergola has been vandalised and only the base of the supports remain.
Much damage has been done to the balustrade between the two gardens
and only one section remains. The steps have been replaced by concrete
slabs. In the rock garden the plating is very overgrown and invaded by ferns.
The rockwork is in good condition. The shrub garden has some recent planting
but is in relatively good condition.
Recommendations
• Restore Oak tree pond, re-line pool, clear and replant
• Restore Italian garden, removing inappropriate planting and
reinstating sunk lawn fountain, pergola and balustrade
• Restore Rock Garden
• Re-instate Dutch Garden
6 Highbury: lake and eastern circuit path
History
The lake and eastern circuit path were part of Edward Milner’s landscape
design for Highbury of 1879. The lake was made from a stream that ran from
east to west forming the original southern boundary of the property. The
water entered via a rockwork cascade at the eastern end and the overflow
trickled down a cascade at the western end. Milner also designed rustic
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bridges that carried the circuit paths via an island at the western end, and a
boathouse on the southern shore. The margins were planted with aquatic
plants. During the park period the rustic bridges have disappeared and the
path was realigned to run wholly along the northern edge of the lake, and
the boathouse gradually fell down.
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The eastern circuit path led up to the house through the meadowland. At its
northern point areas of meadowland were subsequently included into the
pleasure grounds for a tennis lawn to the east in c. 1887 which had the
ornamental dairy built on it at its eastern end and a tea garden to the west, in
1904.
Condition
The lake is very silted up and the cascades at either end do not function. The
planting on the lake margins is likewise very overgrown. The eastern circuit
path is no longer in situ.
Recommendations
• Restore the lake, de-silt, replant margins, clear intrusive vegetation
• Re-instate eastern circuit path
7 Highbury: Meadowland
History
The meadowland was part of Milner’s original landscape plan of 1879 and to
give it a park-like character Milner recommended the retention of many trees
from the grubbed up hedgerows. In addition the centre was planted with a
new group of Beech trees. It was not initially planned that it should be
enclosed but with the acquisition of sufficient land for a hobby farm the
meadows provided grazing for the stock and were separated from the circuit
path by metal estate fencing as well as being divided into three
compartments for the efficient management of the grazing regime.
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The area of the meadowland was used for public events by the
Chamberlains such as political rallies and horse shows. Some of the
meadowland to the north-east was retained with Highbury as an institution
and has never been part of the public park. During the War the meadowland
was used for the production of hay. The estate railings were removed, possibly
at various dates during the park period. Much planting has taken place in the
meadowland particularly since 1992 to commemorate the fortieth
anniversary of the Queen’s accession.
Condition
The recent planting has obscured the clarity of the design and it is no longer
possible to appreciate the area’s original purpose.
Recommendations
• Restore the boundary between the pleasure grounds and the
meadow to that of the Chamberlain period
• Remove inappropriate planting, particularly Queen’s Accession
planting
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8 Highbury: productive area of former glasshouses, kitchen garden, farm
buildings and orchard
History
The productive areas of Highbury were mainly in the northern section of the
estate. In Edward Milner’s plan a substantial area to the east of the mansion
was designated for glasshouses and beyond this was the Kitchen Garden. The
glasshouses commenced with a large conservatory, later known as the Palm
House, designed by Henry Hope and Sons of Birmingham and with a marble
wall fountain designed by the architect of the house, John Henry
Chamberlain which was entered from the drawing room, and this led to a
fernery with rockwork. From here a long corridor gave access to a sequence
of span roofed glasshouses to which several additions were made between
1879 and 1904. At the rear were frames. The Kitchen Garden was bounded on
the north by a wall which also acted as the boundary of the estate. This was
altered in 1906 when extensive range of wall glasshouses was built. The
kitchen garden was laid out in rectangular compartments separated by
pebble paths lined with blue brick edging tiles. One section of the path had a
long metal pergola for fruit trees. The cottage for the head gardener,
probably designed by the architect of the house was on the eastern
boundary of the Kitchen garden by the road. A drive led from here to the
area for a set of buildings for a hobby farm in what had been Spring
Meadow. The farm buildings were extended particularly after the Henbury
land was leased and farming activities could be on a greater scale. A
cottage was built for a farm bailiff in 1904 and the access drive was relocated eastwards to the boundary with Uffculme. Beyond the farm buildings
was an orchard and a further area of kitchen garden and this was also
reached by a back drive through the Henbury land from Shutlock Lane.
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The range of glasshouse was no longer used for plants after Chamberlain’s
death in 1914 but was initially used as wards and operating theatres when
Highbury was a military hospital, and some were retained when it became a
home for limbless ex-servicemen. By 1939 all had been demolished and were
replaced by the redbrick buildings for the Home for Aged Women. The
refurbishment of Highbury in 1986 included the demolition of the section of
the Social Services building that occupied the footprint of the conservatory
and a terraced area laid out. The kitchen garden continued to function for
the same purpose after Highbury passed into institutional use but half the wall
was reduced in height where it fronted the Social Services building in the
1950s. The area of Kitchen garden was recently reduced by building a car
park.
The farm buildings were in use up to 1914 and were rented at various times by
Highbury Park and by Uffculme. They were subject to vandalism and had
fallen down by the 1970s.
Condition
The glasshouses are no longer in situ. The eastern half of the kitchen garden
has remained in horticultural use but the fruit pergola is in need of repair and
the path system is overgrown. The wall is in a poor structural condition. The
farm buildings have fallen down and the area has many self seeded trees.
The orchard is overgrown and mainly inaccessible.
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Recommendations
• Consider reinstating some of the glasshouse, particularly the Henry
Hope Palm House
• Reintroduce the layout of the Kitchen Garden and repair the wall and
the fruit pergola and reinstate paths
• Reintroduce the footprint of the farm, clear self seeded planting and
provide interpretation material
• Clear and replant the orchard

